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ABSTRACT

MOBILE CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
A TOOL TO CREATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE WITHIN CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES IN NIGERIA
Faisal Ahmed Almakura
M.S., Industrial Engineering Department
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. T. Erman Erkan
June 2017, 127 pages

The arrival of IT technology especially in mobile devices has forced most companies to re-think
and re-evaluate the way they interact, relate and communicate with their customers. In the early
1990s, many organizations understood that business should be followed with a more customer
centric approach using strategies like the Customer Relationship Management (CRM).
Nevertheless, the rapid evolution of technology has caused many organizations to find new and
alternative ways of managing their relationships with their customers. These new ways have
given birth to other approaches like the Mobile Customer Relationship Management (mCRM).

This thesis studies why there is no proper implementation of mCRM in construction companies in
Nigeria, and the factors that hinder this proper implementation and it puts these factors into ranks
using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). The thesis pays close attention to the relationships
within the Government-To-Business (G2B) and Business-To-Business (B2B) companies. There
are so many contractor companies in Nigeria and there are more that are opening, as Nigeria is a
fast developing country, this fact necessitates this study.

The study, which is divided with primary goals and secondary goals, was achieved using two
different research approaches, the qualitative and the quantitative approaches. The qualitative
approach was done by a questionnaire that was answered by two highly qualified participants
from two different companies. And the quantitative approach was done also using questionnaires
that was answered by 38 qualified participants, and with the data obtained from their answers a
Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) technique was applied.

Keywords: Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Mobile Customer Relationship
Management (mCRM), Construction Companies, Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
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ÖZ
MOBİL MÜŞTERİ İLİŞKİLERİ YÖNETİMİ
NİJERYA'DA İNŞAAT ŞİRKETLERİ İÇİN REKABET AVANTAJI OLUŞTURMAK
İÇİN BİR ARAÇ
Faisal Ahmed Almakura
Yüksek Lisans, Endüstri Mühendisliği Bölümü
Danışman: Doç. Dr. T. Erman Erkan
Haziran 2017, 127 sayfa

Bilişim teknolojisinin özellikle mobil cihazlara taşınması, çoğu şirketin müşterileri ile etkileşim
kurmasını, iletişim kurmasını ve iletişim şekillerini yeniden düşünmesini yeniden değerlendirmek
zorunda bırakmıştır. 1990'ların başından itibaren organizasyonlar Müşteri İlişkileri Yönetimi
(MİY) gibi stratejiler kullanarak müşteri odaklı bir yaklaşımla müşterilerinin takip edilmesinin
önemini anladı. Bununla birlikte, teknolojinin hızlı gelişimi birçok organizasyonun müşterileri ile
olan ilişkilerini yönetmenin yeni ve alternatif yollar aramasına yol açmıştır. Bu arayış, Mobil
Müşteri İlişkileri Yönetimi (mMİY) ve benzeri diğer yaklaşımları ortaya çıkarmıştır.
Bu tezde, Nijerya'daki inşaat şirketlerinde mMİY’nin neden uygun bir şekilde uygulanmadığı ve
bu uygulanmayı engelleyen faktörler incelenmiştir. Daha sonra ise bu faktörler Analitik Hiyerarşi
Süreci (AHP) kullanılarak sıralanmıştır. Bu tezde, kamu urumundan iş dünyasına (GTB) ve iş
dünyasının kendi içindeki (B2B) ilişkiler dikkate alındı. Nijerya'da pek çok müteahhit şirketi
bulunmaktadır ve bunların sayısı gittikçe daha da artmaktadır. Dahası hızla gelişmekte olan
Nijerya’da bu çalışma bir gerekliliktir.
Birincil hedefler ve ikincil hedeflerle bölünen çalışmada, nitel ve nicel olmak üzere iki farklı
araştırma tekniği kullanılarak gerçekleştirilmiştir. Niteliksel yaklaşım, iki farklı şirketten gelen iki
uzman katılımcı tarafından cevaplanan anket ile yapılmıştır. Niceliksel yaklaşımda ise 38 nitelikli
katılımcı tarafından cevaplanan anket formu kullanılarak, cevaplar toplanmış ve alınan verilerle
Çok Ölçütlü Karar Verme (ÇÖKV) tekniği uygulanmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Müşteri İlişkİileri Yönetimi (MİY), Mobil Müşteri İlişkileri Yönetimi
(mMİY), İnşaat Şirketleri, AHP.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The topic intended in this study is the Mobile Customer Relationship Management
(mCRM), but we cannot proceed without understanding Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) as the basics. I intend to explain this with history and few
definitions.

The main aim of every organization is to acquire new customers, keep them and increase
their number (Peppers & Rogers, 2004). As new companies enter into new market they
push away the existing ones by weakening their customer base. This is a very big
challenge to the old companies and also a challenge for the new companies. The
increasing competition in market has caused customer relationship management to be the
leading agenda in most companies (Payne, 2005).

The more companies know their customers the better it gets for them, they get to keep
their customers and keep them loyal forever (Rababah et.al 2011). That is the purpose of
CRM. New customers cost organizations money, and research has shown that most
customers are only profitable in the second year (Kristin & Carol, 2002). After spending
money in adverts and trying to figure out what best suits your customers, it is only logical
to keep those customers.
Customer relationship management isn’t just a system that provides organizations with
information about their customers but rather it is a way to know how organizations
interact with their customers (Ontario, 2013).

Companies regardless of the size, be it small or big, have chosen to utilize the
opportunities the new technologies offer to captivate individual customers (Payne, 2005).
With large number of 3-G and 4-G smartphones sales in the past 8 years, it has become a
necessity for any organization that wants to succeed to adopt the mobile customer
relationship management.
1

Gartner (2014) stated that over 968 million smartphones sales in 2013, which is an
increase from the previous year with a 42.3 percent. In 2014, it was recorded that 1.2
billion smartphones sales, an increase of 28.4 percent from the previous year (Gartner,
2015). And in 2015 1.4 billion smartphones sales was recorded (Gartner, 2016).

These Improvements in technologies have caused a different approach in the retail sector,
how they conduct and manage businesses to make it easier for customers (Verma & Dr.
Verma, 2013). Shultz & Bailey (2000) explain that the coming of mCRM as a tool in the
form of text messaging has given companies a chance to have distinct one-on-one
relationships with their customers. A prove of this statement is a research that was made
in 2013, which showed that adverts in mobile devices had grown up to 75%.

Desktops and laptops shipments have been decreasing from year to year since 2012
(Kumar, 2014). With all these growth in the mobile sector it is only logical that
companies develop in mobile customer relationship. We can come to a conclusion that
the harder a company strives to make a good and productive mobile relationship for its
customers the more it will achieve in terms of customer loyalty and sales growth.

The real world problem here is when we observe that mCRM is not used to quite an
extent as a marketing tool in the Government To Business (G2B) and Business To
Business (B2B) contractor companies in Nigeria. Also, it is not known whether mCRM
could be used to create a continuous competitive advantage in contractor companies in
Nigeria. This thesis is aimed at understanding this problem and different ways to tackle
the problem.

2

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Customer Relationship Management
The breakthrough of CRM has caused a lot to see its importance and since then there
have been many definitions of CRM. There is no agreed, comprehensible, explicit and
direct definition of CRM because there are still many discussions in academic literature
on what CRM precisely refers to (Das et al. 2009).

Since CRM does not depend on its technological aspects only, rather it has many other
aspects; so many definitions could come about (Onut et al, 2002). O’Brien and Marakas
(2011) explain that CRM weighs heavily on users at all stages regardless, whether it is in
the organization, business partners or customers. This also gives us an idea that truly
many definitions could come about from any of the sectors as these sectors have wide
scopes. Marilyn (2015) states that these kind of systems affect enterprise functions such
as customer retention, product planning, parts purchasing, sales forecasting, product
allocation, etc. So it actually depends on which or from what aspect a person would tend
to define CRM.

Furthermore Buttle (2009) explains that CRM are of four different types namely,
operational, collaborative, strategic and analytical. He explained that scholars may come
up with different definitions depending on which of these four CRM he/she may try to
derive the meaning of CRM from. This is one of the main reasons scholars have different
definitions.
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Figure 1. A CRM circle Mariliyn (2015)
There are many definitions of CRM and here a few important ones from different
scholars.
“Customer relationship management is the initiation, enhancement, and maintenance of
mutually beneficial customer and partner long-term relationship through business
intelligence-generated strategies based on the capture, storing and analyzing of
information gathered from all customer and partner touch points and transaction
processing system” (Brana, 2008).
“From the different perspectives, the enterprise understands and segments customers in
order to develop a kind of combination model of enterprise procedure and information
technology suitable for customized Product/Service which aims to manage the
relationship with old customers and allows them to reach the highest level of loyalty,
continuity rate and benefit contribution and efficiently selects and attracts new
customers” (Tiwana, 2001).
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“CRM is the integration of technologies and business processes used to satisfy the needs
of a customer during any given interaction. More specifically, CRM involves acquisitions
analysis and use of knowledge about customers in order to sell more goods and services
and to do it more efficiently” (Bose, 2002).
“CRM can function as the communication model among enterprise, customer and
supplier under the coordination based on internet” (Wu, 2000).
“Customer relationship management includes sharing four elements: customer
combination management, value positioning, additional-value role and reward & sharing
which determine customer value” (Wayland & Cole, 1997).
“CRM includes numerous aspects, but the basic theme is for the company to become
more customers centric. Methods are primarily web-based tools and internet presence”
(Gosney and Boehem, 2000).
“Customer relationship management is a term for the methodologies, technologies and ecommerce capabilities used by firms to manage customer relationships. In particular,
CRM software packages aid the interaction between the customer and the company,
enabling the company to co-ordinate all of the communication efforts so that the
customer is presented with a unified message and image” (Lancaster & Jobber, 2006).
“Establishing relationship with customers in individualized media and delivering the data
collected to different people that allow the customer and companies to have mutual
benefits through the transaction as long as the customers can contribute their data to
reward the individualized service designed particularly for their demands” (Rogers &
Peppers, 2001).
“CRM is a management approach that enables organization to identify, attract, and
increase retention of profitable customers by managing relationship with them” (Hobby,
1999).

5

“CRM means to allow all of the departments and employees to work for satisfying all of
the customer demands. CRM is a set of system which integrates sale, marketing and
after-sale service” (Kalakota & Robinson, 1999).
“In order to win new customers and stabilize original customer relationship and increase
customer benefit contribution, the enterprise constantly communicates with customers
and affects customers’ behavior” (Lyu et al., 2001).
“The strategic use of information, process, technology, and people to manage the
customer relationship with the company across the whole customer life cycle” (Kim &
Woo, 2008).

From these definitions we see and we should agree that the common and most important
goals and key items in CRM are as follows.
•

Is to recognize the customers

•

Acquire new customers

•

Satisfy the customer needs

•

Retain the profitable customers

CRM continues to be high on the CIO’s agenda (Thompson, 2009). Global CRM
spending hit $23.2 billion in 2014, up 13.3 percent from $20.4 billion in 2013 (Robb,
2011). Attracting and retaining new customers was ranked number four business priority
in 2013 (Gartner, 2013).

6

Figure 2. Actual versus expected CRM (Gartner 2014)

2.1.1 Strategic CRM
The purpose of Strategic CRM is to gain information about customers, and using this
information to increase and have better interaction with customers. And this helps to have
a long-term relationship between companies and customers (MSG team, 2016). Also
strategic CRM has effectiveness in giving a good interaction between companies and
customers, thereby increasing customers’ lifetime value (Kumar & Werner, 2012).

Buttle (2009) explains that strategic CRM main characteristic is to build a customercentric culture. Having a customer centric culture means where organizations believe in
the customers’ best interests. Organizations put in order their selves in form of their
behaviors and their actions by setting customers as their priorities, involving customers
and making investments. All these could be categorized to build better relationship
between the employees and the customers (Dr. Marra, 2015).
7

2.1.2 Operational CRM
Operational customer relationship management focuses on providing easy and efficient
communication with customers and has a role in connecting to customer touch point
(Elijah, 2010). Customer touch also known as contact point refers to the encounters
between customers and business, where they share information, deals and agreements
(Walters, 2014).

Operational customer relationship management simply refers to resources that enable
companies tend to their customers (Abbas, 2016). He further went on to state few benefits
of operational CRM as;
•

Luring new customers

•

Increased profitable years

•

Improved customer satisfaction

•

Perfect data quality

8

Figure 3. Customer touch points (Elijah 2010)

Operational customer relationship management has three main components (Buttle,
2009).
•

Marketing automation – This component defines how companies use different
campaigns to lure customers. The use of customer information is key in this
process. Organizations use these information to their optimum advantage in order
to create forms of communication between them and the customers (Taylor,
2014).

•

Sales-force automation – This includes the overall sales process from the
initiation of consumer interest, lead generation to the closing sale (Elijah, 2010).
Since CRM is not all about keeping customers but to acquire new ones too, this
process assists in recognizing and acquiring new customers (Taylor, 2014).

•

Service automation – This includes all service and support processes that may be
given to customers. It could be in the form of contact center, emails, face-to-face

9

communication, blogs and call centers (Buttle, 2009). It is important to note that
the service automation between large and small companies is quite different.

2.1.3 Analytical CRM
Datamonitor (2003) identifies analytical customer relationship management as the most
important of all four CRMs. Analytical customer relationship management aims at
gathering all relevant customer data from all possible means and acquire as much
knowledge about customers as possible (Gourav, 2008).

All remaining three CRMs strive hard to reach full potential without analytical customer
relationship management. Analytical CRM has become the backbone for most CRM
implementation (Buttle, 2009).

Elijah (2010) stated that analytical CRM has the following purposes
•

Fraud detection

•

Programme assessment

•

Customer service assessment

•

Risk management

•

Product success

•

Financial forecasting

Table 1, Types of CRM systems (Abbas, 2016)
Types of CRM Systems
Focus to customers programmatically
Operational

Organization can provide rapid service to customers
Streamline the customer service process
Focus on gleaning insights about customers from a
business

10

Analytical

Integrate data from a business & different database
Customer services can help reduce a business &
costs
Improve the communication between business and

Collaborative

customer
Incorporate the business external contacts such as
vendors, suppliers and distributors

2.1.4 Collaborative CRM
A question asked by Mark Baker in 2002 “If Operational CRM helps run the day-to-day
front office side of things, and Analytical CRM supports the back office data warehouse
and strategic planning side of things, what does Collaborative CRM do?”

Magareth Rose (2007) defines collaborative CRM as an approach whereby different
sections of an organization share their information that they acquire from consumers.
Collaborative CRM is the term used to define the interactive services that different
sectors of an organization that do not normally interact with each other have in order to
gain lifetime gains between the customers and the organization (Dr. A Albavi). Example
of collaborative CRM is web page personalization.
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Figure 4. Model of CRM (Jelonek, 2012)

2.2 Benefits & Objectives of CRM
In today’s fast growing business and also with the competitive market growing rapidly,
CRM is vital and necessary (Dudovskiy, 2013). Marilyn (2015) states that CRM has both
external and internal benefits.

Cyberiansoft (2015) explains the benefits of CRM as follows
•

CRM helps companies to better interact with their customers because of the
foreseen and near accurate data they have of their customers. And companies
provide a system that follows and communicate with their customers regularly.

•

CRM enables companies to have a better understanding of their customers, as of
how customers deal from their purchase funnel to their sales.

•

It also assists companies from letting their customers to get lost or be forgotten
through lost leads.
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•

CRM helps companies to know what are the risks or what is trending and
opportunities. These attributes that could pass without anyone noticing and taking
advantage of.

Figure 5. Purchase funnel (Filer, 2014)

Effective CRM holds between these four points (Zeng et al, 2003).
•

Customer satisfaction growth

•

Give details on future sales

•

Distinguished and customized service

•

To better fulfill customer needs

It is a special feature of CRM, that it makes customers believe that they have a one-toone relationship with organizations. Effective CRM presents organizations with ways to
make their customers feel like they know them and they understand them (Ontario,
2013).
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Robles (2015) explains that CRM especially in today’s world has so many benefits. The
most important out of all the benefits are these five.
•

Efficiency – Good established CRM saves companies from manual processes that
cause them to have significant fallback or at least lack behind the competition net.

•

Collaboration – Even in small companies or organizations normally very hard for
just one person to handle the lifecycle of a customer. CRM allows the employees
to efficiently distribute and manage their different customers from different
departments.

•

Data – In every organization data is the most valuable asset. CRM helps collect
and keep these customer data. And with the help of homegrown and third party
tools, companies now have ease understanding these customer data and using
them to their own advantage.

•

Increased accountability – With a good established CRM it is hard for customers
to get lost or be forgotten. CRM sees that every department knows it
responsibility towards customers, this makes it easy to identify who went wrong
amongst the employees.

•

Improved customer experience – CRM helps with good relationship between
companies and customers. This leads to better sales, gigh customer retention,
satisfaction and faster sales.

Nguyen (2007) states that the main objectives of CRM are as follows
•

Increased level of customer loyalty

•

Superior information gathering and knowledge sharing

•

Understanding customers

•

Offering superior service to customers

CRM has so many features, which could organizations could even use adjacent to each
other. These features also provide companies with different benefits (Ontario, 2013).
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Table 2, CRM Features and benefits
Feature

Benefits

Customer database that could be acquired •

Builds

by any of the employees to get or update

customers.

information.

better

services

towards

•

Improve customer loyalty.

•

Increase customer retention level.

Survey on customer information, probable •

Provides new approach sales and

customers

marketing.

and

the

champions

businesses.

of
•

Better market forecasting.

Self-service in websites and even in some •

Less

organizations for customers.

services.
•

money

spent

on

customer

Less money spent on order entries
(OE).

Customer information and reports are kept •

Decisions are easier to be made.

up-to-date

2.3 Problems and Disadvantages of CRM Systems
There are three main interactions in the field for a successful CRM, the persons
associated in the field, the software and its technology and the policies governing either
the company, the product or its customers (Cook, 2014). Anything could go wrong in any
of these three areas. Sales representatives always find it difficult to keep up with CRM
systems (Flenner, 2014). He explained that this causes a bit of friction between the
managers and the sales persons, the reason behind this lies between these four
components.
•

An irony as many would describe it. A sales person is always expected to make as
many deals as possible. And with that been said, most CRM systems take a lot of
time in keeping it updated. This in particular annoys sales persons and they also
have the view that it does not add any value to their jobs. With these
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contradictions to the benefits CRM could provide it still keeps sales persons away
from it.
•

Another problem arises, as most sales persons main objective is always to close
off the deal at his/her hand at that particular period. And it actually makes sense
as, so as a sales person is trying to close a deal the least of his/her problem should
be to update the CRM system may take a lot of his/her time depending on the last
time he/her might have updated it.

•

It is also not very easy for sales person to manage many activities at the same
time. CRM systems require a lot of information and activities to be recorded and
processed; this causes a lot of work for the sales person and thereby causing
confusions and misplacements of important files.

•

And as time goes so does technology improve, they make work easier but few
could make it harder. And most importantly CRM systems are fast developing
and have many new applications that come up. Regardless managers always
expect the sales person to keep up with these technologies.

A conclusion to these detailed problems would be that CRM wastes a lot of time, which
is very valuable to sales rep. Most times managers fail to see that it is not only about
getting the best CRM tools but the sales rep. find it difficult to really keep with updating
information.

CRM data have a lot advantages and benefits, but many companies fail in reaching their
marketing campaigns to the full potential and thereby loosing lots of money and valuable
time (Pecoraro, 2013). Possible problems need to be identified and regularly checked and
updated in order to be successful. There are 4 major areas these problems could come
from namely.
•

Missing important information – Many organizations or companies fail to have
to keep all of the information. For example a company might decide to keep
purchase history and other information and not to keep more detailed information
like purchasing history. This is wrong and could cause an ineffective CRM
system.
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•

Use of out dated information – The information on customers grow and change
very rapidly, the lack of keeping an up-till date information and regular update of
customer information causes a lot of systems to be ineffective.

•

Wrong and unverified information – Sales rep. could be lazy at times or very
tired and may put wrong data or information that are not verified. This may or
may not cause problems depending on its weight to the overall data. This could be
regarded as one of the most important problems, because of it frequent
occurrence.

•

Lack of insight – It is equally important that after keeping a correct and up –to
date customer information that these information are read well.

Recent research has showed that many organizations which have failed and try are trying
to fix their CRM systems have always come to a conclusion of these (Conolly, 2014);
•

Technology is hard for the users – Developers always sort to make things easier
and faster. In making these updates in the CRM applications they tend to make it
harder for users who are already used to the old systems. At other times the
technology fail. And if any of these factors happen the users loose their interest
and move to another product.

•

Employees fail to use systems – If the mangers or other senior employees don’t
use the CRM systems it is likely that most of the employees won’t use it. And
mostly the cause of lack of usage from the employees is the lack of patience they
have, as users don’t use the systems they feel that there is no need for them to
keep updating the systems and which is very wrong.

•

The CRM system fails to provide all of the function the organization needs –
This is caused mainly by changes in the managerial departments or a change on
how we want the report to be.

Customer relationship management is meant to give organizations a better connection
with their customer in order to keep existing customers. But unfortunately it sometimes
proves otherwise, it causes organizations loss of time and money (Expert market, 2015).
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The reasons behind such unfortunate results is simply because organizations fail to use it
well. These are the factors that hinder its success (IBID).
•

Employees’ lack of interest – As new systems come, they come with differences,
sometimes big and sometimes just little differences to the systems. Employees are
always reluctant in using new systems.

•

Effect of customer backwardness – In few cases, customers also choose to stick
with their old fashion ways. For example, if you choose to provide customers with
new systems that would operate automatically towards their services but they
prefer to continue with emails. Not only would you loose for their not using the
systems but rather they could move to another marketer.

•

Out dated information – It is easy task but the process might prove difficult as
employee fail to do so they cause a cut back in company’s progress.

•

Security issues – It is a known fact now how easy it is for individuals to hack into
different systems and take personal data. For this reason most customers are
reluctant sometimes to give their personal data and most companies also afraid to
keep such data.

•

Lack of crucial data – A statement made by Schmidt (2016) stating that their
company is run by asking questions. Many companies lack the ability to ask for
the relevant questions or sometimes stick to old questions that are no longer
beneficial.

Organizations that use customer relationship management software well, save money,
time and resources. Also they is high probability of them having better customer loyalty.
But if not used well then they have disadvantages in their places (Schultz, 2014). He
further defined these disadvantages like;
•

System Integration – Sometimes the software installed may not be in line other
systems. This causes companies to spend more than they had planned for.

•

Resentment – Workers are always reluctant in the usage of new systems. As old
workers feel that when new systems are placed to replace the old ones it means
that they are not proficient in their fields. And they feel offended.
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•

Learning curve – For any system be it a new one or just an improvement on the
old system, it take employees time to master.

There are few factors we could summarize from these authors to actually be the main
problems of organization loosing from their CRM systems.
•

Ineffectiveness of employees

•

Lack of proper incentives to motivate employees

•

Out dated information

•

Failing to get the right customer information

2.4 Mobile Customer Relationship Management (mCRM)
“To function effectively in this brave new world, marketers must embrace one fact:
mobile is not a channel-it’s a platform” (Ostrow, 2010).

It is believed by many people that mobile customer relationship is CRM software
delivered on mobile devices. This could not be considered true, as it fails to satisfy the
distinctive qualities of customer relationship management purposes like opportunity
management, generating quotes or showing 360-degree customer view (Schaeffer, 2015).
Though it could be argued as many mCRM applications have started attempting to create
these features. McDonald (2016) explains that mobile devices and mobile sales have
come together to become mobile CRM. The fast growing mobile usage has caused sales
team to pick these opportunities and find these potential customers.
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Figure 6. Mobile traffic (McDonald 2016)

Not all companies utilize sales mobility but those that do surpass those that do not in
countless measures. Measures like sales growth, overall team attainment of quota, lower
sales turnover, relative market share, customer retention, customer renewals, deal size
and web customer interaction” (Aberdeen Group Benchmark Report, 2010).

Lager (2013) states that cell phones, tablets, laptops and other gadgets that are able to
access the web have become fixed features in our lives. When we need anything be it
something out of curiosity, or have a problem or want to learn about something or even if
we desire an item we look it up. And today’s commerce world is about letting the
customer sell to himself.

Mobile customer relationship management is a kind of customer relationship application
that is made to deal with executions, operations and it should be assessed through the
mobile platform.
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Also few definitions of mobile CRM are as follows;
“Mobile CRM, or mobile customer relationship management, enables those working in
the field or remote employees to use mobile devices such as smartphones and tables to
access customer data and customer accounts wherever they are” (Rouse, 2016).
“Mobile CRM, or mobile customer relationship management, is a CRM tool designed for
mobile device including smartphones and tablets” (McDonald, 2016).

It was predicted by Microsoft Tag that in 2014, the use of mobile internet would overtake
desktop internet usage. Gartner (2014) predicted that mobile CRM apps would grow by
500%. In some places, already mobile traffic has grown to and has surpassed desktop
traffic (McDonald, 2016). Research shows that in Europe less than 34% percent
companies are using the mobile CRM (IBID).

Gartner (2013) also stated that the shipment of PC had declined in the third quarter of
2013, and this is not only the case but rather it has been dropping throughout the 2013
quarters.

2.5 Benefits of mCRM
Bauer (2012) states that there are six advantages of mCRM
•

Increase sales values growth

•

Reduce sales cycles

•

Increase cash flows speed

•

Gather information at the source

•

Increase productivity

•

Enhance insight
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Mobile medium have no comparative alternative in the case of a continuing dialogue
between companies and customers (Sinisalo et. al., 2006). It is a power powerful
opportunity to reach customers, by giving various ways for companies to plan and
implement more advanced way to communicate with their customers. They also allow
high-speed message delivery, high retention and low cost (IBID).

According to Leif & Gargi (2011), mCRM give users the following benefits
•

It allows users have the latest and correct information to their customers.

•

Users have a lot of peace, in the sense that they expect few or no calls at all as
they have availability of real time access and information.

•

Sales people can manage a lot of things easily, they can manage things online
everywhere and anytime.

Mobile CRM has lots of benefits but the most important fields were mCRM has its most
influence are in; sales productivity, CRM user adoption, sales effectiveness, timelier
follow-up of leads or improved lead conversion rates, gaining a competitive edge and
reducing the cost associated with sales staff turnover.

2.6 Problems, Disadvantages & Challenges of mCRM
The challenges on mCRM are much but could be controlled if assessed and are prevented
(Fiksu, 2015). Virtanen et.al (2005) came to a conclusion after their research that mobile
marketing growth has 68 barriers that could be distributed into 6 categories. These 6
categories could be associated with CRM as mobile marketing is a branch of CRM. They
are;
•

Lack of research – Marketers believe that mobile customer relationship
management is new and therefore few research has been made and much risks lies
without experiences.

•

Marketing service providers and marketers are reluctant to change – Also this is
related with the first point. Because of the lack of knowledge about mCRM and
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the unwillingness from the marketers to handle such problems, you find so much
reluctance in the organizations or small budgets are made for them.
•

Little or no co-operation – The lack of co-operation between mobile companies
cause interoperability problems in the mobile customer relationship management
world. As different customers may have to adapt to entire different systems.

•

Fear of technology – Organizations have that fear of investing much on mobile
customer relationship management, because in todays world of fast growing
technology they might loose a lot if a better technology should come after they
have invested so much in the previous technology.

•

Fear of security – One of customer relationship management problems is the
security issue (Expert market, 2015), mobile customer relationship management is
no different.

Fiksu (2105), stated that the problems of mobile marketers could be distributed among
the few mistakes they make.
•

Markets rely on their old-methods – Mobile customer relationship management
needs to come in a different form. It shouldn’t be in the form other non-mobile
forms of advertising and management.

•

Lack of up-to-date tracking – The lack of expertise that are able to make good
analysis causes marketers to loose a lot. The marketing channel changes rapidly
and to be effective, marketers have to track these activities everyday. And with
good expertise that keep good track and analysis of individuals, a market is bound
to grow.

•

Bad measurement technique – Most marketers rely on meaningless indicators to
calculate and make focus of their next moves. Barr (2011) states that we reap
what we sow and setting an indicator is the sowing part. For example most
marketers keep a keen eye on the number of downloads and they fail to realize its
only a good indicator if consumers were to derive something meaningful.

•

Presentation – Users are always attached to with things that catch their attention.
Grissom (2014) explains that the content of anything does not matter as far as it
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doesn’t have a good presentation. Most organizations fail to deliver such ads or
fancy but easy to use mobile sites etc.

2.7 Succeed using mCRM
Steven McDonald (2016) explains that if you want to succeed when using mCRM then
the best thing is to start by listing what necessary things you want to achieve. It is
important then to have a close view at these few points.
•

Internal buy-in – Since the sales teams are the people that would use your mobile
application, then must get internal buy-in from sales force before you decide on
implementing a CRM application. And to achieve that you need to have externalin house training on how to use the application.

•

Provide the device – It is important that one should provide the device to your
sales force free. In summary you need them and they go mostly for the free and
the best. Providing the device and also include the pre-installed application.

•

Mobile app usability – Though it is almost impossible to give the sales force a
perfect usage without accessing their desktop, one should try his outmost best to
provide the essentials like email, scheduling a meeting, updating contact
information, etc.

Schaeffer (2015) also gave some tips on how to succeed and they are as follows
•

Start with use cases – A sales person has lots of use cases and they are in
different forms depending on value, while the contact center use cases are very
few.

•

Consider ERP integration – Mobile CRM users have a richer data experience
when they have or use CRM systems that have tight integration with ERP
applications. “Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is a business process
management software that allows an organization to use a system of integrated
applications to manage the business and automat many back office functions
related to technology, service and human resources” (Beal, 2016).
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•

Use the mobile devices unique capabilities – To lure more users, it is important
that you use the unique qualities that are found only mobile and not in desktops.
Such unique capabilities like a touch screen navigation and geo-positioning.

•

Focus on the user experience – It is a well-known fact that the PC and mobility
operation should not be the same. You should provide the users with an easier
way to see and use things. Most users are okay with a context form of view. One
should make information entry as automatic as it could be and the keystrokes
should be minimized.

2.8 Popular mobile CRM applications
Today, almost all-desktop CRM have mobile application (Marsan, 2015). He went ahead
to explain that in choosing the best mCRM application today, one must look at how good
the systems are and compare them with their mobile CRM. These are top listed.
•

Base CRM

•

Zoho CRM

•

Insightly mobile app

•

Sugar CRM

•

Salesforce mobile app

•

Nible mobile app

•

Microsoft Dynamics CRM

•

Birix24

Robb (2011), says the best in his list are given towards the fondness of the users. They
are as follows
•

Sugar mobile

•

Box.net mobile

•

Salesforce Chatter

•

Batchbook

•

HubSpot

•

Resco MobileCRM
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•

Oracle Mobile Sales Assistant and Oracle Mobile Sales Forecast

•

Sybase Mobile Sales for SAP CRM

•

ForceManager

•

Zoho Mobile CRM

“Mobile CRM use cases are many. Whether used by field sales professionals, field
service technicians, claims adjusters, travelling executives or various other staff, these
devices can be employed for inspections, surveys, image capture, quotes, sales orders,
opportunity updates, time reporting, documentation, training and a plethora of customer
situations” (Schaeffer, 2015). And these are his top 10 CRM-related mobile apps.
•

Salesforce.com & Chatter

•

SAP Business ByDesign

•

SAP Business One Mobile App

•

SugarCRM’s iPhone App

•

iPad

•

Research in Motion’s Native SAP CRM

•

NetSuite’s Expense Reporting

•

Facebook and Social Networking

•

Foursquare

•

FlightAware Flight Tracker

Perry (2016), explains that before choosing an mCRM application one must look at some
points like, device support, ease of deployment and use, boost productivity, social
support, working modes, security, image capture, workflow notifications, search and
retrieval and finally analytics. And here are his best applications.
•

Salesbox

•

Daylight

•

OnePageCRM

•

Nutshell CRM

•

Mavenlink
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•

Base CRM

•

Nimble CRM

•

Pipedrive

•

Bizness CRM

•

Resco Mobile CRM

•

Less Annoying CRM

•

AllClients CRM

•

Wrike CRM

•

Salesforce

•

Infusionsoft

•

Insightly

•

Salesnexus

•

Capsule CRM

•

SAP Business ByDesign

•

SugarCRM

•

SuperOffice

•

Junari CRM

•

Tigerpaw Sofware Inc

•

Cell CRM

•

WebCRM

•

ForceManager

•

Immediately

•

Kapture CRM

•

Relaso1

•

Salespoint

•

Fragmob

•

Veloxy
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CHAPTER 3
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
As we have seen in the previous chapter (literature survey), there is no precise and direct
meaning to what CRM is and even the acronym (CRM) is sometimes referred to as
something different. We had different definitions by different scholars as to what CRM is,
and to understand these definitions better it is best we look at its history in a more
detailed manner. Also it is important that we know how it became widely accepted and
where it is today.
We would see different topics that are under CRM, related to CRM, or can affect CRM.
All these factors would strengthen our knowledge on mCRM and it would guide us to
achieve our aim in this research.

3.1 CRM
3.1.1 Beginning of CRM
The customer relationship management hasn’t always been this strong and healthy as it is
today. It evolved from the early 1980’s. As some people would explain, it has been in
existence ever since.

The concept behind customer relationship management (CRM) is not a new concept, as
even early traders knew it was a good idea to create relationships with customers, which
would make the customers to always come back (Jobber, 2004). The term CRM is new
but organizations have been using different forms of CRM, but what makes todays CRM
different is because of the technologies and new systems, these systems allow the
organizations to manage bigger number of customers of about thousands to one million in
a one-to-one relationship (Payne, 2005).
Just as it is today in the modern day, we see the old small shops don’t need much of
planning and don’t use much of the CRM techniques, as they know who their customers
are, what the customers like and who would pay. These analogies are same as the olden
markets. But as time goes and firms grow, they see a much bigger market to satisfy and a
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much competitive market. Since there are many options for the customers today, the
famous statement “the customers are always right” has its most reflection in the business
world today. It is true as no company could survive without its customers, it has caused
and continue to grow competition in the market. “The globally competitive market place
provides today’s customers with choices never before imaginable by previous
generations” (Hoots, 2005).
The old proverb “necessity is the mother of all inventions”, with these problems of
growing markets and ways to satisfy customers or rather ways to lure customers and keep
them became most relevant. Now since we have seen there is a necessity, inventions
came about. In the early 1980’s the emergence of database planning came into existence.
From the database marketing pioneered by Robert and Kestnbaum, a part of it has been a
very big part of the CRM development. Using statistical modeling, that data was then
used to help customize communications with other potential customers.
“Database marketing is the process of identifying, collecting and then analyzing relevant
information about a company’s customers” (Duval, 2013). Database marketing was
thought to be the early version of CRM, it wasn’t as complicated and detailed as the
CRM of today (Wingard, 2008). This seemed good, fruitful and helpful but wasn’t all
that strong and supportive. As of the case of big customers this was of great use and
importance, but when it was in the case of regular everyday customers, it only seemed to
provide repetitive, unorganized, hard to track, and unproductive information. This didn’t
give the companies much understanding and most of all only provided them with so
much data. This helped companies to understand the very important information to be
kept like: what they do, how often they visit (Roberts, 2004).

As these problems surface so does the term Relationship Management. Relationship
management also came up in the 1980’s. It started as an operation that deals with direct
customers only. In 1983, The idea of Relationship management by Levitt was rapidly
accepted amongst marketers. This accepted idea didn’t last as many corporations realized
that there were many missing parts (Peelen, 2005).
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It is all agreed that in the 1990’s came the breakthrough of CRM. Companies started
having a new view on the whole general relationship management. They began to share
and give back information back to customers. They realized that it was a two way street.
These information given back to customers were not only to assure customer of the better
customer service rather in gifts, bonuses, other perks (Roberts, 2004). Companies began
to regard customer service like one that evolves with time (Wingard, 2008).

3.1.2 Rise of CRM
Marketing charts made a survey, which shows that the best way to gain customer loyalty
is to deliver an outstanding customer service. Also the service should be 24hours and it
should be delivered seven days a week. This is no surprise to us, rather it strengthens our
knowledge on how difficult it could be to gain a customer’s loyalty, and also serves as a
reminder on how difficult the competition in the market is.
CRM is all about the customer loyalty, and the rise of CRM since its discovery is
dependent on two major facts.
•

As many companies understood that it would be better if they concentrated on
their customers a little bit more.

•

The existence of Internet.

The rise of CRM came as many business units understood that it would be beneficial for
them if they became customer emphatic rather than been product emphatic. Tripathy,
CEO of Helpshift, said that “Customer service was the step child, the focus was on sales.
Fast forward to today and better networks, the entry of apps and real time data has made
every enterprise wanting to focus on understanding their customers and consumers to
serve them better. Otherwise, brands will die if they do not adapt to this changing world.”

Every customer wants to feel like he is treated individually with special care, every
customer wants to feel like he or she matters. Rockefeller Corporation made a study that
shows that 82% of the customers that leave any company is because they feel like the
company doesn’t care about them. The Internet has brought a lot of differences, it has
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brought credibility to customers’ questions and complaints because there is real time data
each customer can use. Customer feedback has changed forever across the world with
technology driving insights and bringing data to the user. (Krishna, 2016)
Davis (2014) stated seven reasons why there is an unstoppable rise of CRM. These
reasons although are not the key reasons why there is a rise in CRM, still show few
factors that affect the rise in CRM. We could identify these reasons as secondary factors
because they fall into the two main factors that were listed above. These reasons are:
•

A new set of customer expectations – This could also be categorized into four
different categories.
➢ Customers want to feel they are important. It is important for every
company to make his customer feel he is relevant, and failing to provide
that would cost any company a lot.
This relevance is not the same for every customer, it depends on a
customer’s current position in the sales circle.
➢ Customers are ready to pay more in order to get better services. So a
consistent and up to date study about your customers always has to be
made in order increase the value of your proposition.
➢ Customers always demand transparency
➢ Now more than ever, the rise of technology in the business world has
shifted lots of minds to more studies and provision of digital services.

•

Mobile has dramatically changed data – In todays world there are so many
different mobile devices, these devices have brought more data. These data are
accurate and are continuous.

•

Business leaders work closer with I.T. leaders – Chief marketing officers (CMO)
and chief information officers (CIO) nowadays work hand in hand with
information technology (IT) to gain adequate data sets.
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•

International markets – Now that globalization has taken a deep turn, it is
important for every company to improve its CRM in order to access real time
product data and customer data.

•

Security and the cloud – Gartner (2003) said that 41% of CRM based systems
sold were system as a service (SaaS). It is rare to see the hardware storage devices
these days, rather most companies prefer to keep everything in the cloud systems.

•

Working habits – It is only natural that CRM on mobile devices and cloud
systems has brought flexible working for every individual. This flexibility has
caused a relaxing work habit, now work could be made at home or even on the
move.

•

Automation and machine learning is here – Computers now are able to
recognize a customer’s behavior and then cross check it with previous customers.
This ability has made it easier for companies, they now have less work and can
invest their money in other sections.

3.1.3 CRM Today
It is a well-known fact that any customer who receives a knowledgeable and satisfactory
service would want to come back. Not only would the customers want to repeat the
service but also they would want to share that service with their family and friends. And
it is also the same for a bad service or bad experience.
A study by Clickfox revealed that one of two people always reveal to their family or
friends of a bad experience. The study also showed worse in the UK, it showed that two
out of three people would reveal to their family and friends of a bad experience. The
study went ahead to reveal that in 440 consumers, 35% of them would stop doing
business with the company.
In todays market CRM plays a major role or rather plays almost all the roles. As Krishna
(2016) had explained, that the rise of CRM has brought to the downfall of ERP. Gartner’s
analysis reveals that CRM software application investments have passed the ERP
software investments, to become the top application software investment priority.
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Gartner reveals that by the end of 2017, the money spent on CRM would be $36.5 billion
while the money ERP would be $34.5 billion.

Figure 7. CRM Revenue Forecast (HSO)
HSO (2016) explains that CRM systems today are responsible for the efficient
organization, automation, and synchronization of marketing, customer service, sales, and
technical support. The CRM systems allow all these factors to work together in a
coherent manner to achieve a reliable customer relationship management.
The latest tools integrated inside some of the CRM systems allow them to make informed
decision-making that benefits the organization. This decision-making is made with real
time data and also from all the organization’s sects and team at the same time (ibid).
Having CRM online takes this a step further and allows for anywhere, anytime access for
staff outside of office walls and office hours.
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3.2 Electronic Customer Relationship Management
Electronic Customer Relationship Management (eCRM), many people consider this as
the new version of CRM. The name eCRM is self-explanatory; it refers to customer
relationship management done electronically. ECRM is also referred to as web-based
CRM or web-enabled CRM.

Kennedy (2006) says that eCRM emerged from the traditional CRM and the emergence
of the e-business applications, and it has created an outbreak of activities in companies.
ECRM has brought a lot of problems, opportunities, and challenges since its arrival.
(Ibid)

ECRM is the intersection of two main initiatives, the flourishing Internet market and the
change to a more customer emphatic approach. (Bradway & Purchia, 2000). These two
initiatives with the arrival of mobile commerce has brought new ways of selling products
and new ways for companies to manage their interactions with their customers (Wright et
al., 2002).
Kelley et al. (2003) explains eCRM as “the marketing activities, tools and techniques
delivered via the Internet which includes email, world wide web, chat rooms, e-forums,
etc., with a specific aim to locate, build and improve long term customer relationships to
enhance their individual potential”.
Forrester Research (2001), also explains eCRM as ‘a web centric approach to
synchronizing customer relationships across communication channels, business functions
and audiences’
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Figure 8. Typical eCRM Processes
ECRM is mainly seen as electronic and interactive media like the Internet and the email,
this is true as it plays the main role in operationalizing CRM. Nevertheless, eCRM also
includes e-channels, e-technology, mobile telephony, call centers, and voice response
systems. All these technologies allow companies to ineract with their customers easily
with or without human contact at all, or using very little human support (Anon, 2002).
Finally, Fjermestad and Romano, 2003, explains that the goal of eCRM system in any
company is that it should be able enhance customer service, keep valuable customers, and
help provide analytical solutions. A successful eCRM system should be able to provide a
positive level of customer satisfaction (Injazz & Karen, 2003).
It should be clear to us from this angle, the relationship between the two chapters, rise of
CRM and eCRM. We should understand that eCRM is the rise of CRM.
CRM applications take full advantage of technology innovations with their ability to
collect and analyze data on customer patterns, interpret customer behavior, develop
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predictive models, respond with timely and effective customized communications and
deliver product and service value to individual customers.

3.2.1 Advantages of eCRM
All companies that are able to strategize and apply an eCRM solution are always able to
align their company’s processes around technology in order to successfully provide
seamless, perfect customer experience throughout all the company’s channels. ECRM
gives customers the ability to help themselves with online customized services that the
companies provide.

Adebanjo, 2003, stated that eCRM is capable of:
•

Reducing the costs that are associated with communicating with customers

•

Enabling easier and better market segmentation

•

Strengthening customer interactions

•

Strengthening customer relationships

•

Increasing personalization opportunities

•

Optimizing work flow

Techopedia listed the benefits of eCRM as the following:
•

Enhance customer relations, support and service

•

Pairing customers’ behavior with fitting offers

•

Increased customer satisfaction and loyalty

•

Reduce cost

•

Increase efficiency

•

Increased business revenue

3.2.2. Difference between eCRM and mCRM
Internet today is easily accessible to everyone on his or her mobile device, and now that
there is availability of fast network connectivity (3G and 4G), people do all their
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activities that are related to Internet on their mobile devices. This big change has caused
all companies to focus on how to make CRM on mobile devices better. This causes a lot
of comparisons between the eCRM and mCRM and whether one of them is able to
substitute for the other.

The goal of every company is to satisfy its customers in the best ways possible,
regardless whether it is a product or a service. Now more than ever, all companies are
trying to use customer relationship management to attain this goal. As Internet and ecommerce arrived, companies found these as a favorable media to interact and keep good
relationships and also deliver better services to their customers. When these two (Internet
and e-commerce) are put together, it is known as electronic customer relationship
management (Kamlesh A. Pillai, 2009).

Before the mobile devices were only used to make phone calls and send notifications to
customers through the SMS (short message service). But now with the fast improvements
made on mobile devices, and their ability to browse the Internet, and also with the fast
advances made on user interfaces in mobile devices, users are more attached to their
mobile devices than the customary computers. Mobile devices allow their users to do
their work at anyplace and anytime. Companies have learnt to take advantage of this and
communicate with their customers at any time because the customers carry their mobile
devices anywhere they go. This type of customer relationship management that is done
through the mobile device is known as mobile customer relationship management (ibid).

The same main difference that could be seen between CRM and eCRM is the same that
exists between the mCRM and the eCRM. This main difference is the communication
media. ECRM is associated with using computers and laptops to collect customer data
and produce personalized solutions through general websites, different ecommerce
websites, email, online chats, etc., basically all chances found on the Internet. And
mCRM is associated with all the services that are accessible to the companies and
customers on their mobile devices.
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3.3. Enterprise Resource Planning
Today the market has grown to a very competitive market, all companies are trying to
supply their customers with the best goods and services, through a less expensive and
faster route than their competitors. Companies achieve this (providing quality goods and
services to their customers) by integrating an efficient information system. “Information
systems (IS) are combinations of hardware, software, and telecommunications networks
which people build and use to collect, create, and distribute useful data, typically in
organizational settings” (Huang, K.K. and Y.G. Kim., 2002)
As companies increase the efficiency of their information systems, the efficiency of
managing their business processes increases. And any company that has efficient
business process is bound to be more competitive in the marketplace (Monk & Wagner,
2013).
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems assists companies in integrating their
activities by acting as a company-wide computing environment that comprises of shared
database, and also delivering consistent data throughout all business functions in real
time (Seo, 2013). ERP is a software solution that combines both business data and
business functions into one single system to be shared inside a company.
Enterprise resource planning emerged from Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
systems and Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP II) systems used in the
manufacturing industries (Swartz & Orgill, 2001). Today, ERP has merged with other
business add-ons like CRM to give its users a more competitive advantage (Seo, 2013).
And here are few scholarly definitions of ERP:
“ERP (enterprise resource planning systems) comprises of a commercial software
package that promises the seamless integration of all the information flowing through the
company–financial, accounting, human resources, supply chain and customer
information” (Davenport, 1998).
“ERP systems are configurable information systems packages that integrate information
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and information-based processes within and across functional areas in an organization”
(Kumar & Hillsgersberg, 2000).
Tadjer, 1998 in a short sentence said “One database, one application and a unified
interface across the entire enterprise”.
“ERP systems are computer-based systems designed to process an organization’s
transactions and facilitate integrated and real-time planning, production, and customer
response” (O’Leary, 2001).

Figure 10. ERP System Concepts (Liquat et al., 2002)

3.3.1. Evolution of ERP
ERP has evolved rapidly in the past years. This rapid evolution owes it to the spectacular
improvements made in the field of software systems and computer hardware. In the past
half decade, enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions have evolved into multifaceted, flexible and adaptable tools that assists big, medium and small companies run
their business (Gruber, 2014).
The 1960s was the beginning of enterprise computer systems. At that time (1960s), most
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organizations used these early computers to manage their inventory control systems.
Most of the systems used programming languages like ALGOL & COBOL (Hossain et
al., 2002). In 1970s, the first material requirements planning (MRP) systems were
developed, which is mainly associated with planning the product requirements in line
with the production scheme.
In 1980s, following the same direction as the MRP, the manufacturing resource planning
MRP II systems were introduced. These systems (MRP II systems) were able to integrate
materials with production requirements in order to optimize manufacturing processes
(ibid).

Material requirements planning systems and manufacturing requirements planning
systems helped to synchronize large number of business processes into the system. These
processes include: production planning, manufacturing, asset management, finance,
service & maintenance, etc. (Jacob, 2014).

Finally, ERP systems came into existence in the late 1980s and beginning of 1990s with
the influence of enterprise-wide inter-functional coordination and integration, the ERP
systems were only aimed for the big companies (Crack MBA, 2012). ERP systems
caused a lot of changes in many organizations that adopted it; it demanded broad
adoption and consultants in order to apply it. In many cases, companies had to reengineer their inner business activities so they can apply these systems properly (Jacob,
2014).

In the early 2000s, many ERP systems had plug-in support and the plug-in then was not
as much as we have today. These modules and functions known as the plug-in and addons gave rise to the extended ERPs. These extensions include CRM, Supply Chain
Management (SCM), and Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) (Hossain et al.,
2002).

Today ERP systems play a vital role in almost all big companies. And now there are so
many add-ons and customization that could be made to ERP systems. ERPs on cloud are
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widespread, which offer services based on users requirements. These cloud services give
companies available information in large amounts anywhere and at anytime.

Today, ERP systems have become as large and intuitive as the companies themselves,
spotting incompatible and illogical actions and giving recommendations.

Figure 10. ERP Evolution (Liquat et al., 2002)

Popular ERP Systems Include:
• SAP AG (mySAP.com)
• ORACLE
• MICROSOFT
• EPICOR
• INFOR
• BAAN
• OPEN SOURCE ERP

3.3.2. Benefits of ERP
ERP’s benefits have caused it to become the backbone of business intelligence for
companies by granting managers an integrated perspective of business processes (Parr et
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al., 2000). ERP is aimed to adjust to any business demand easily. Anytime the
implementation of an ERP system is mentioned to an organization the common reply is
“What would we gain from it?” Although the use of ERP systems is so common, many
organizations still fail to understand how important this system is.
WorkWise (2014), explained that the advantages of implementing an enterprise resource
planning (ERP) systems are countless. They went further to explain the most important
advantages of implementing an ERP system. The advantages are:
•

Efficiency – ERP system assist in saving time thereby increasing efficiency
because they eliminate any chance of repetitive work, and helping workers not to
re-enter previous works manually.

•

Reporting – ERP software makes reporting easier and personalized. With this
feature companies are able to respond complex data requests. Customers are also
able to run their reports without having to contact their companies.

•

Integrated Information – ERP systems keep all database information in a single
place. These information is also kept consistent and in real-time.

•

Security – With all its consistency and up to date data, ERP is bound to help keep
data secure. And also companies could decide which information they want to
keep restricted.

•

Customer Service – ERP systems provide an easy, fast and reliable platform for
customer and sales service people to communicate. And since its keeps an
accurate customer information and data, the relationship between any company
and its customers increases.

Walsh and Grossman (2004) also made a list of four important advantages of ERP. They
are as follows:
•

ERP accelerates the rate at which information is shared within an organization.

•

ERP gathers functions, departments and hierarchical levels into single
information, which allows a fast and direct action-response chain of events. So
when an order is made, it automatically deducts from the available material from
the inventory, alerts suppliers on needed material to complete task, it updates
data, revises work schedule, and restarts whole system.
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•

ERP reduces workload for its users since all records, entries, and reports are kept
in a comprehensive database. Users can easily monitor the whole system, and it
saves them (users) from re-entering data.

•

ERP increases structural communication between different sectors. Each unit’s
choice becomes visible and every fault is easily tracked throughout the
organization.

Andrejs and Tatjana (2013), explain that through their experience of the ERP systems
they have come to realize these certain benefits.
•

Improved company performance through streamlining, enhancing and controlling
business processes of main importance like procurement, tool maintenance,
customer proposals, customer problems, etc.

•

Remarkable time savings and cost-reduction in all company’s business processes.

•

Organization easily manages its personnel according to service and related costs
by using the systems’ resource management module.

•

Improved utilization of company’s existing and functioning quality management
system. ERP systems greatly reduces paperwork, thereby reducing workers time
with quality management problems and helps them (workers) to provide good
reports to the management.

•

Flexible and well-organized production planning by applying manufactures
management module of the system. A notable reduction in project distribution
times and idle times, increase in productivity and improved customer satisfaction.

•

Smooth communication and information transfer of important data throughout the
whole enterprise. Workers are able access real-time data, documents and reports
that are important to their work. Every user has their personalized data flow.

•

The company was able to manage sales and promotion activities in the system,
receive quantitative information about the results of each promotion procedure
and increase sales department’s efficiency.
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3.4 ERP & CRM
Customer relationship management and enterprise resource planning are opposite sides of
a profitability coin. CRM and ERP have many similarities, and they are used to achieve
the same main goal, the two are used to increase gross profit of a business (CRM switch,
2013).

Enterprise resource planning and customer relationship management overlap in many
areas, and can be totally integrated in others. Although their main objective is the same,
their core functionalities are totally different. So it is important for every user that wants
to adopt these systems to first look at them separately as stand-alone systems. This
would help the user to understand role of ERP and CRM in improving productivity and
increasing sales (ibid).

Figure 11. ERP & CRM
In many organizations, they need both for new customers. The use of both ERP and CRM
together (integrating ERP with CRM) helps organizations to efficiently handle new
customer orders, sales and inventory. Also when organizations fail to implement these
two together they face data entry problems and problems in tracking quotes (Klein,
2016).
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3.4.1 Difference between ERP & CRM
Although ERP and CRM systems have the same effect, which is to increase business
profit, they have different approaches to achieve this goal. ERP reduces overhead and
cutting costs, while CRM increases profits.

ERP systems makes business processes more productive, which leads to reduced amount
of capital spent on processes. CRM systems on the other hand helps to produce greater
sales volume, which leads to increased profits (CRM switch, 2013).

It is also important to note that these systems can be integrated into one another.
Generally, an ERP system consists of in built CRM components. But these CRM
components built inside the ERP systems are not as completely featured as the standalone
CRM systems (Burson, 2000). It is again advised that every organization that want to
apply these systems to look at them separately. In some cases, it advisable for
organizations to take these systems separately as standalones, and in some organizations
it advisable to take only the ERP systems with built in CRM components.
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Figure 12. ERP vs. CRM (Forrest Burnson, 2016)
Sysco software made a list describing which area of business should the organization use
either CRM software or ERP software.
Use CRM Software to manage any of the following front-office activities:
• Organize marketing efforts
• Manage the sales pipeline
• Calculate time spent on converting leads to closing deals
• Streamline your sales processes
• Automates customer service
• Track a customer’s interactions with your business
• Share marketing and sales collateral
• Create data reports
• Learn which products sell best and when
• Prioritize leads
• Manage inventory based on historical sales data
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• Collaborate to sell as a team
• Manage your business contacts
• Manage your business leads
• Share customer profiles with co-workers,
• See where leads come from

Use ERP Software to manage back-office activities and tasks including the following:
• Distribution process management
• Supply chain management
• Services knowledge base
• Improve accuracy of financial data
• Facilitate better project planning
• Automate employee life-cycle
• Standardize critical business procedures
• Reduce redundant tasks
• Assess business needs
• Accounting and financial applications
• Lower purchasing costs
• Manage human resources
• Payroll
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
McDaniel and Gates (2001) research methodology is typically followed in this manner as
follows:
•

Identify and formulating the research problem,

•

Create the research design,

•

Choose the research method,

•

Selecting the sampling procedure,

•

Collect the data,

•

Analysis the data,

•

Write and present the report,

•

Follow up.

4.1 Identify and formulating the research problem
Simply, a research problem is the main question that the researcher intends to answer, or
intended problem that the researcher wants to solve (Deva, 2015), and identifying and
formulating the research problem is easily identified as the most crucial and most
important part of the research process.

The research problem as stated in Chapter 1, is to identify whether companies that use
mCRM can gain an advantage over their rivals both in B2B and G2B marketing, be it
competitors in the same market or different market (To identify whether mCRM could be
used to create competition within G2B and B2B companies in Nigeria).

This study intends to achieve this aim by studying factors that affect the lack of proper
implementation of mobile customer relationship management. McDaniel and Gates
(2001) stated that in order to have an accurate and effective data in this stage, we would
have to answer three different questions.
•

Why does the information sought,
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•

Does the information already exist,

•

Could the question really be answered.

This study would go through the various factors and rank them accordingly. And four
secondary objectives (as listed in Chapter 4, Find out things that could hinder the
implementation of mCRM in contractor companies. Study whether Nigerian contractors
are willing to adopt CRM technology by using mobile technology. Finding out whether
mCRM would bring more benefits than the existing ways. Finding out whether mCRM
would increase profit for both parties (government & private companies)). All these are
the answer to why this information is sought.

There is no previous research made on this particular area, mobile CRM, in Nigeria.
However, a lot of researches have been made on CRM and also mobile devices in
Nigeria, and this could be helpful to this research. In this research we would take from
some of these previous researches and it would be stated from every research taken. Also,
few questions have been taken from other research papers in order to meet Nigeria’s
market conditions.

From the available sources, this research could definitely be carried on. In fact, even
though this paper is the first of it kind in Nigeria, this would be one of the best times to
make this research.

4.2 Research Design
Research design refers to the plan that is chosen in order to integrate the various parts of
the research in a sound and logical manner, thereby, making sure that one would
successfully address the research problem. It is also important to know that the research
problem decides the kind of design that should be used, and not the vice-versa (Trochim
and William, 2006).

It constitutes the blueprint for the collection, measurement, and analysis of data.
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A table from Turk (2007), with a similar study made in mobile CRM shows a typical
table of exploratory research. This table would be a source of information in this study.

Figure 13. Qualitative research vs Quantitative research (Turk, 2007)

Fluid surveys (2014), mentions that exploratory research is a key component of any
marketing or business study, and it is best suited as the beginning of a total study plan.
The exploratory research is not conclusive, and it is always done with the expectation that
further research will be made (Persons, 2003). Fluid Surveys (2014), states that unlike the
descriptive research with conclusive and accurate data, the exploratory research mainly
focuses on discovering or defining of ideas and insights of the nature of the problem. And
from Turk (2007), in figure14 we see that he classifies exploratory research into two
main categories, the qualitative and the quantitative data collection.
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The qualitative research method seeks to help us comprehend the social world we live in
and why things are the way they are (Hancock et.al, 2007). Qualitative research methods
include interviews, case studies, focus groups, observation and projective methods (Turk,
2007). It uses extensive studies of small sample size to guide and support construction of
hypothesis (Hancock et.al., 2007). While the quantitative research method highlights
objective measurements and the statistical, mathematical or numerical examination of
information through surveys, polls and questionnaires, or by altering preceding statistical
data using calculation techniques (Babbie & Earl R, 2010). Just like the qualitative
research method, the quantitative research method gathers information and generalizes it
over an entire group of people to make an entire conclusion. Qualitative research method
includes surveys, observations and experiments (Turk, 2007).

As identified in the previous chapter, this research would be an exploratory research (and
it would be a mix of both qualitative and quantitative research). The questions have to be
exploratory because there is little academic or business research made on this topic
within the Nigerian market.

4.3 Research Method
There are different ways in which data can be collected. According to Kongmany and
Chaleunvong (2009), the main ways to collect data are: observations, interviews,
questionnaires and surveys, and using available information.
Yin (2003) explained that a case study is commendatory if “how” and “why” questions
are asked. From both our primary and secondary goals questions we can see that they
mostly comprise of “how” questions. A case study is defined as an in-depth research
about an individual, a group of people or a section, which is focused to generalize over
different sectors. In a case study, the aim is based on a distinct section (Jacobsen, 2002).

This research aims to generalize from real-life information taken from multiple bounded
systems, therefore a multiple case study is recommended (Creswell, 2013). A Multi
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Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) technique would also be used. And to be more
precise Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the MCDM technique chosen.

So in summary it is important that we note that this thesis results would be gathered using
two questionnaire techniques namely;
a. Open-ended questionnaire (qualitative research approach)
b. Closed-ended questionnaire (quantitative research approach (AHP))

Farrell (2015), open ended questionnaires are the kind that have questions in which it
asks the person answering to give the answer in his or her own words. Alex Brikett
explains that open-ended questions are important and they give insight and elicit
information that may not be gained in the closed-ended questions.

While the closed-ended questionnaires are the exact opposite of open-ended
questionnaire, they give the person answering the questions a variety of answers to pick
from (ibid). Also, from the previous statements it was clearly stated that quantitative
analysis are more precise and are better to get accurate data than the quantitative.

So we can finally conclude that for a study that is the first of its kind we would get a
pretty accurate data.

4.3.1 Framework For Qualitative Section
Conceptual framework is used in a research as a guideline of the possible actions or
outcomes, or the most preferred actions or approach to a thought or idea (Ran Sharan,
2013). This section would basically be the driver to help us formulate questions and help
choose our answers from which we would draw the conclusions. Also in this chapter we
would try and discuss general areas that affect mCRM and relate it with mCRM in
Construction Companies.
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4.3.1.1 Objectives & Benefits of CRM & mCRM
Though we have discussed something similar in the previous chapters (literature survey
& customer relationship management chapters), it as important that we review these
factors in a different, partial and summarized manner.

Customer Related Objectives
From the previous chapters we see that all the authors had stated similar objectives in
relationship to customers. These objectives include loyalty, retention and satisfaction.
Theses three main objective are unarguably the most important in relationship to
customers.
•

Increased Customer Loyalty

•

Increased Customer Retention

(Ontario, 2015)

•

Increased Customer Satisfaction

(Cybriansoft, 2015)

(Nguyen, 2007)

All of these three factors are closely related to each other. A simple logic shows that
when a customer keeps coming back means that they are loyal and it also implies that
they are satisfied with the product and also directs to customer retention (Jens Bernefedlt,
2010).

Business Related Objectives
The main aim of a business is to reduce cost and increase profit (Investopedia, 2014).
And according to Rick Sluttle (2012) business objective is part of planning process, they
show what an organization or company wants to derive all through the year.

And from our previous chapter we can easily say from Xu & Walton (2005) that
collection of data and automation are the two most important aspects of business
objectives. All these help the company to predict or have a track of their achievements.
•

Collect Information (Nguyen 2007)
➢ To understand customers

(Cybriansoft 2015)

➢ To meet customer needs

(Zeng et. al. 2003)
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➢ To provide distinguished and customized service (Zeng et.al. 2003)
➢ To provide information on future sales (Zeng et. al. 2003)
➢ To better forecast the market (Ontario 2013)
•

Efficiency/Profits (Patricio Robles 2015)
➢ Automation (Xu & Walton 2005)

4.3.1.2 Strategies Used For CRM
There are different strategies to use in order to describe CRM. Applying a technique used
by Jens Berfenfeldt (2010), we would see the different stages and strategies used in
CRM. These include:
•

Customer Touch Points

•

Front Office (FO)

•

Back Office (BO)

•

CRM System & Data Warehousing

Figure 14. Strategy Overview (Berfenfeldt, 2010)
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Customer touch points
Customer touch point is any interaction point (comprising of experiences where there are
no physical interaction) between the customer and the organization (Baxendale, et. al.,
2015). From Berfenfeldt (2010), the Interact part of the IDIC (Identify, Differentiate,
Interact, and Customize) plays a major role in customer exchange and should not be
neglected.

A very good list of possible customer touch points provided by Horne (2015) are:
•

Websites

•

Televisions & Radios

•

Customer services

•

Newspapers

•

Emails

•

Events

•

Call centers

•

Stores

•

Delivery

•

Post orders

•

Invoicing
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Figure 15. Customer touch point with various timing (IDEO studios)

Front Office
The front office (FO) is the client-facing part of an organization and comprises of the
parts that aim at working with and for the clients, rather than in the parts of operations,
risk, compliance and support Sangcap (2014). Berfenfedlt still persists that since this part
is the main part that has its role with mainly interaction, the Identify stage of the Identify
Differentiate Interact Customize (IDIC) model is used.

CMAT model (Common Management Admission Test) is used to see the various stages a
customer goes through. It is used because it has comprehensive and detailed clarifications
of the various stages.
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Back Office
The Back Office (BO) is the part of the organization that does not deal with the
customers directly. The back office is an important part of any organization and it always
titled under operations. According to Sangcap (2014), the back office is part of the
organization that handles functions related to running the organization such as:
•

Settlements

•

Compliance

•

Accounting

•

IT & Other technology

And finally Jens Brefenfeldt says that the Differentiate and Customize Stages of IDIC
model should be included because they present significant overview clarifications on the
topic.

CRM System / Data Warehousing
Data warehousing simply means the gathering of information from different sources for
useful examination and access (Rouse, 2016).

From figure 15 we see the relationship between data warehousing, front office and back
office. This section is generally all about the implementation of the whole system.

A study from Graue (2017), on how to implement a new CRM system is quite new and
very comprehensive. And having in mind that we may be looking at companies that are
trying to set new CRM systems, it ideal that we cover these areas. These points are:
•

Anchorage In The Top Management -

•

Project Management

•

Super User

•

Launch With A Bang

•

Internal Guidelines

•

Training
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•

Strategy

Also we see from Band (2011), gives a list of five main things to consider when a
company is trying to setup a successful mobile CRM system. These points are:
•

Understand Users’ Roles And Need

•

Determine Business Need And Objective

•

Define Mobile Need And Strategy

•

Choose The Right Technology

•

Follow The Correct Implementation Approach

4.3.1.3 Measurement Of CRM And Mobile CRM Performance
There are several ways to measure CRM success but the four most common are:
•

Six Sigma

•

CRM Scorecard

•

CRM Success Metrics

(Neil Davey, 2014)

•

Customer Satisfaction

(Arthur Hughes, 2017)

(Dr. Vikas & Latas, 2012)
(Hyung-Su & Young-Gul, 2007)

Although these are the most popular ways to measure CRM performance, Arthur M.
Hughes (2017) believes that they are not the best way to measure your CRM success. He
states that customers make their purchase out of free will and contradicts the law of
RORPRT (Right Offer to the Right Person at the Right Time), and further explains that
that is the reason why warehousing cannot find the RORPRT. He states that the right way
to measure CRM success is by “database marketing to customer segments”

4.3.1.4 Reference Frame
These steps were taken from Jens Berfenfedlt and were summarized and redefined in
order to fit our study. From objective to strategy and then to performance measurement,
these are the key points to be looking at either when setting a new CRM system or trying
to figure out an existing system that has not been studied before.
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Objectives
•
•

Customer
Related
Business
Related

Strategy
•
•
•
•

Touch Points
Front Office
Back Office
CRM System

Performance

•

Measurement

Figure 16. Reference frame

In these three stages we can easily see that in the first stage we try and understand the
goal of a CRM system, and in our case we would be referring to the goal of a mobile
CRM system (what we are meant to achieve). In the next step, we see the main places
where CRM has its effects, this is one of the most important steps as it shows us how the
mobile CRM system is used in the organization. And lastly, which I believe is the most
important of the three is the measurement to see if it satisfies our objective.
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Figure 17. Strategic Framework for CRM (Seelamonthula, 2012)
In Figure 17, which was taken from Seelamonthula (2012), would be inter-correlated
and summarized with our diagram because of its similarities and it is widely accepted.

4.3.2 Questionnaire for Qualitative Survey
The questionnaire for this section is comprised of four parts. The first part of the
questionnaire tries to understand the knowledge at which the participant has of customer
relationship management and mobile customer relationship management. Then, it goes
further to understand what is the objective of both CRM and mobile CRM to the
participant. Examples of the first part questions are:
Q1. What do these terms mean to you: customer relationship management (CRM) and
mobile customer relationship management (mCRM).
Q2. How would you describe customer relationship management and mobile customer
relationship management objectives?
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Q3. How important are these terms to you and why: customer satisfaction, customer
loyalty, and customer retention.

The second part is about mobile devices. The questionnaire includes questions that try to
understand the participant usage of mobile devices and their limit of comfort with mobile
devices. Examples of second part questions are;
Q5. How often do you use your mobile devices? On a scale of 1-5 with as the highest and
1 as the lowest, how would you rate your use of mobile devices and why?
Q6. How often do you receive your vocal business communications through your mobile
devices?
Q7. Do you get along with communications through you mobile devices or does it get
stressful?

The next part is the strategies used for CRM and mCRM. This section includes questions
that try to understand the touch points of the companies. Examples of questions from this
section are;
Q11. How does your company get in touch with customers (Touch points)?
Q12. Do you believe that that is the best way to interact with your customers or not and
why?
Q13 How do you find new customers and do you believe mobile devices could help?

Finally, the last part includes questions that try to understand whether or not these
companies are looking in the right direction in regards to their performance
measurements or at the least we understand what are the things that are important to
them. Examples of questions from this section are:
Q14. How does your organization assess the results of their customer strategy?
Q15. Do you believe that mobile customer relationship management could decrease your
losses and increase your profits and why?
Q16. What are the factors that hinder the proper implementation of a mobile customer
relationship management in Nigeria?
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4.3.3 Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Its Implementation
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) which was presented by Thomas Saaty in 1980, is
an MCDM, which aims at dealing with complex decision making and helping the
decision maker to place their prime concerns and make the ultimate decision (Kousalya
et.al, 2012). There are three main steps to AHP calculation one has to follow and that is
choosing its aim, criteria and alternatives.

Saaty (1982), explains that pairwise comparison scale should be divided into nine ranks
as follows in Table 3.

Table 3. Pairwise Ranking
Ranks

Explanations

1

Objectives have equal importance

3

One objective is weakly more important than the other

5

One objective s strongly more important than the other

7

One objective is very strongly more important than the other

9

One objective is absolutely more important than the other

2,4,6,8

Middle values

4.3.3.1 Selection Criteria
Selection criteria are the guidelines and jurisdiction that a employee considers when
evaluating and analogizing candidate position to certain alternatives (Leva K. Swim,
2001).

There are numerous selection criteria to measure the performance of customer
relationship management, but it is important that one chooses the criterion that has the
most effect on their study (Xu, 2008). These are a list of selection criteria groups given
by Xu(2008).
•

CRM Service Channels

•

CRM Strategy
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•

CRM IT Performance

•

Customer Satisfaction

These selection criteria performance groups are then sub divided in table 4 into their
respective criteria.

Table 4. CRM Performance Criteria (Xu Chen, 2008)
Performance Aspects

Criteria
Communication Connection
Variety of Service Channels

CRM Service Channel Performance

Convenience
Coordination among Channels
Protection of Customer’s Privacy
Organization Structured Reestablish
Cooperation among Organization

CRM Strategy Performance

Clinical Knowledge Management (CKM)
Focus
CKM expertise
Information Collection
Information Storage
Information Quality
IT Integration

CRM IT Performance

IT Convenience
Software Usage
IT Security Protection
CRM/IT Development Stage
Service Channel Satisfaction
Strategy Satisfaction

Customer Satisfaction Performance

IT Satisafaction
Brand loyalty
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Also a list from Nguyen (2007) which also had groups and were subdivided
•

Financial

•

Customer

•

Internal Process

•

Learning and growth

These groups also were now subdivided into various selection criteria as seen in table 5.

Table 5. CRM Performance Criteria
Perspectives/Performance Areas
Financial

Criteria
a. Profitability
b. Cost savings

Customer

a. Customer satisfaction
b. Customer loyalty
c. Customer perceived value

Internal Process

a. Customer acquisition
b. Customer retention
c. Customer expansion

Learning and Growth

a. Organization capital
b. Human capital
c. Information capital

Finally from these criteria and from the qualitative survey I picked these four criteria to
use, which are:
•

Quality

•

Technology

•

Cost

•

Cross Culture
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4.3.3.2 Alternatives
These alternatives were mainly picked from the qualitative research and then supported
later with other works.

From the qualitative research, we came to a conclusion of these four factors as the
alternatives namely:
•

Human Factor

•

Technological Factor

•

Process Factor

•

Government/Legal Factor

This can also be proven from Taufik (2013), who said that for any organization
development these factors have to be considered:
•

Structures

•

Strategies

•

Processes

•

People and Cultures (Human Factor)

•

Government Policies

•

Technology

Also with works as listed below that supported these four factors as follows:
•

“Cluster of poor data integrity practices” (Hussein, 2014)

•

“Human Factors as Driver Safety Management, Engineering, and Risk
Governance”

•

(The Windsor Consulting Group, 2015)

“An analysis of factors Influencing Success of ICT Projects” (Musiyandanka et.al,
2013)

4.3.3.3 AHP Implementation
Saaty (2008), explains four steps in order to make a well organized decision. These steps
are:
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1. Specify the problem and define what knowledge is needed to acquire
2. Organize the decision hierarchy from top levels through the middle levels and to
the bottom levels.
3. Formulate sets of pairwise matrices with equal number of rows and columns (i.e.
nxn matrix), and with each component from the top levels is used to compare the
other component directly beneath it.
4. Finally, take the priorities that you gained from the comparisons and weigh the
priorities in the level directly beneath it. Repeat this step for all the components
and obtain the most comprehensive priority.

So according to these steps, in regards to the first step which states that one should
clearly state his objective. The objective of this selection is to identify the main whether
CRM could be used to gain a competitive advantage in construction companies in
Nigeria. To simplify these terms, we would be looking at the different factors that hinder
the progress of mCRM in construction companies in Nigeria. According to what we have
seen in previous chapters, the four main alternatives that could hinder the success of
mCRM are Human factors, Technology factors, Processes factors and Governance/Legal
factors. To shorten the name of the factors their initials was used in the remaining part of
the study as: HF, TF, PF and GF respectively. From the previous chapter (selection
criteria), we chose ‘Cost’, ‘IT Convenience’, ‘Quality’, and ‘Cross Culture’ as our
criteria.

The next step is to organize the decision hierarchy from top through the intermediate to
the bottom. Which is means organizing it for the aim to the criteria and then to the
alternatives as in Figure 18.
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Selection of the main
factor that hinders
mobile CRM

Aim

Criteria

Alternative

Quality

Human
Factor

Cost

Technology
Factor

IT
Convenience

Process
Factor

Cross
Culture

Governance
Factor

Figure 18. Decision Hierarchy Structure

The third step is to create pairwise matrices for each criterion, each criterion having equal
number of rows and columns (nxn matrix).

Table 6. Typical example of a pairwise matrix
Quality

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

X

X

X

TF

X

1

X

X

PF

X

X

1

X

GF

X

X

X

1

In Table 6 we gave an example for one of the criterion (Quality), and as seen in Table 6
each of the alternatives are compared with all of the other alternatives. The parts that are
filled with the X’s are to be filled in the next chapters (they are not supposed to be
empty).
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Finally, the fourth step would be reviewed in the next chapters; this step involves the
results and the conclusions.

4.3.3.4 Questionnaire for Quantitative Survey
The questionnaire was prepared in accordance to obtain the best alternative that could
hinder the progress of mobile customer relationship management in construction
companies in Nigeria. These survey data will then be analyzed to get the best of answers
according to what is needed. We then use these results acquire the weight values of
comparison matrices of each of the alternatives and criteria. The Questionnaire for this
section was divided into four distinct parts.

The first part had to deal with the participant personal information. The questions of the
first part are shown in the Appendix 1 area. Some examples of these part questions are:

Figure 19. Example of the 1st part questions

The second part of the questionnaire deals with the alternatives part. As the first part, the
second part of this survey is shown in Appendix 2. This part of the questionnaire wants to
understand which of these different problems (alternatives) does the participant thinks is
the cause of small use or no use of mobile customer relationship management in their
company. In accordance to the participants’ ranked problems, we would collect
information and link them to the different criteria.
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Figure 20. Example of the 2nd part questions

The third part of the questionnaire is shown in Appendix 3. This part of the survey is
linked with the selection criteria. In this part, we asked participant questions that would
assist us in getting relationship between the criteria and the companies. Here we tend to
understand more about the usage of mobile customer relationship in the companies.
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Figure 21. Example of the 3rd part questions

The last part of this questionnaire is also linked with the selection criteria. This part wants
the participants to rank their level of importance regarding the selection criteria. Also,
this part questionnaire is in Appendix 4.
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Figure 23. Example of the 4th part questions

4.4 Sample Selection
It is always almost impossible to get information from all the entire population that one
needs to make research on; it requires a lot of time, money, and effort. Therefore it is
important that one uses a sample size to make conclusions for the entire population
(Paula & Justo, 2001). A sample selection simply means the selection of a particular
number research section from a particular population (Ketkesone, 2009).

There are two types of sampling, the probability sampling and the non-probability
sampling. Probability sampling is the one that all the samples have the same probability
that they can be chosen. While in the non-probability sampling the researcher choses his
sample wisely, he choses the ones that best fits his opinion (Paula & Justo, 2011).
Ketkesone (2009) went further to explain that the probability sampling although is the
most commonly and generally precise used, it is not the best to use for a qualitative
research.
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There are many contractor companies in Nigeria and most importantly there are many
more opening, as Nigeria is a fast developing country. But because of privacy company
rules, many have refused to share their information or the least refuse to answer some
questions. Therefore, the probability sampling would be used in this thesis. Two
contractor companies have agreed to assist this research with no compromise in
answering any of the questions presented to them.

This research has two main source of data collection, the first which refers to the openended questions that were presented to the two different companies, which was answered
from one individual from each of the companies. And the second source was
questionnaire, which was answered by 38 individuals in total from both companies.

4.5 Limitations
Even though the research reached its aims, there were some unpreventable limitations
and they are as follows:
•

Firstly, the project would have been better if the sample size was a bit more,
especially in the qualitative survey were we had only two highly qualified
participants. Many companies refused to share their details because of some
privacy settings made by their bosses or in fear that they could be risking their
secrets.

•

Secondly, there is little or no study done in this area before in Nigeria. This made
the research more or less the first of its kind; this is usually not a good sign as it
limits the research.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
5.1 Qualitative Questionnaire
This part presents the data we collected from both companies. We would use their initials
to identify them as:
A – Ahmadu Almakura – CEO of Taska Nigeria Ltd.
I – Isimababi Jamil – Marketing Director of Firat Buildings Nigeria

The participant where asked to answer the questions as brief as they could
Objectives of CRM and mCRM
1. What do these terms mean to you: customer relationship management (CRM) and
mobile customer relationship management (mCRM)?
A: Just as the name implies for both of them, it is simply the management of the
relationship between a company and its customers. And when you add the acronym
mobile, it means the management of the relationship between a customer an its customers
through mobile devices.

I: Well customer relationship management can be easily defined as the principle, the way
and practices that any company or organization communicate with their customers. While
mobile customer relationship management is a CRM tool made for use in mobile devices.

2. How would you describe CRM and mCRM objectives?
A: For me, I believe that the main objective is to organize customer information better in
order to provide our customers in an efficient manner. For example if a worker couldn’t
make it to work for some reason, then it shouldn’t affect our work in any manner rather
we should be able to go in and simply see what has been done and get an image of what
has happened.

I would give you a simple example in the travelling company to explain my point better.
The travelling companies are so arranged that whomsoever you speak to would give you
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the same view; the bookings can be seen and changed by anybody in the company no
matter where you are. So I really believe that the main objective of CRM and mobile
CRM is to organize information so anybody in the firm can easily find or easily view it.

I: The point of CRM or mCRM is to keep a satisfied customer and not to omit any detail.
The purpose of a CRM and mCRM is to keep course of the connection like the past
transaction, why did we meet, when will we meet next, etc. It basically helps a company
to have a well-sorted and structured view of a customer.

3. How important are these terms to you and why: customer satisfaction, customer loyalty
and customer retention.
A: Of course these are the things that are wanted in any business. They are actually one
of the most important aspects of the market. This also supports my previous point,
because I believe that any company that is organized would create a good relationship
with their consumers, and this would the consumer feel important and there create a
satisfied and loyal consumer.

I: There is no real loyalty in this line of business, almost all the consumers always put out
what they need precisely and ask for the cheapest price or the cheapest wins. But of
course we do keep customer information and there are few customers that do come back
because of the way we provided our service to them. In summary, these terms really
mean something to us but really price is king in this area.
4: What would be your description of “Business Related Objectives” of CRM and
mCRM and how important is it to you?
A: I would start first by answering business related objectives of both CRM and mCRM
are important to our company. I think the main benefit is that our company is able to see
what has occurred between the customer and us. Let me use negotiations an example to
elaborate on this issue. The companies that are able to have a look at what has happened
or things that have been said always have an advantage over the other companies in
negotiations.
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I: The point to us is to get well-organized view of we relate and interact with our
customers. This term is really important to any company, especially if a different client or
any client in our company has to deal with someone they haven’t dealt with before.

Mobile Devices
5. How often do you use your mobile device? On a scale of 1–5 with 5 as the highest and
1 as the lowest, how would rate your use of mobile device and why?
A: Really for me, I am an old school person and I have not really been able to attach
myself to these recent technologies. I do answer my phone calls, send messages, read my
emails, and stuffs like that using my mobile devices. I would rate myself 2.

I: I would rate myself a 5 (or if there was an option of 4.5). Mobile devices are quite my
life as they have every possible application that you can use in desktops, laptops, etc. I
really think that anybody in this modern age has quite a close relationship with his or her
mobile devices.

6. How often do you receive your vocal business communication through your mobile
devices? And if you could rate it like the previous question, what would it be
A: Well, I do get many business communication through mobile devices. I believe that
that is one part that I use my mobile device the most in terms of business. Moreover, this
business sometimes needs you to be fast and close the deal if not the chance may slide by
you very fast. I would rate it 5.

I: All the time. I close a lot of deals through voice calls. It is an easier way to get things
done and give myself a 5.
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7. Do you get along with communication through your mobile devices or does it get
stressful.
A: I am quite okay with communications through mobile devices, although I prefer phone
calls. Other forms of communication through mobile devices like the SMS and emails are
okay too but the messages shouldn’t be lengthy.

I: I have no problems with communication through mobile devices and of course
generally everyone might get stressed by phone calls, messages, etc. if they are tired.

8. Do you enjoy receiving phone messages (SMS, MMS, emails, etc.) for celebrations
like Eid, birthdays, etc?
A: No. I really find them annoying.

I: They do not affect me in any ways. I do however like receiving messages about sales
and the like. It is important for any company to send these messages as it is believed by
professionals that it increases the customer loyalty.

9. How do you feel making transactions from your mobile devices with other cultures?
A: Business has only one language and that is money. We are only trying to increase our
profit and reduce our lose. Although, I see a lot of discrimination in many businesses
because of culture and sometimes they are right.

I: There is a risk of fraud regardless of the culture when one is making a deal through his
or her mobile device. Culture really does play major role in our line of business and many
others; people have more trust when they make business with other people that can speak
their language.

10. Do you believe mobile devices can provide better business services rather than just
SMS or MMS? And why or why not
A: Yes I do think so. At the rate of how technology is growing it is evident that people
use their mobile devices in their companies for just SMS and MMS.
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I: Of course, it is already providing better services than just SMS and MMS. Even though
Nigeria is a bit backward in terms of implementing these services, you could still see
other services been used.

Strategies Used for CRM and mCRM
11. How does your company get in touch with your customers (Touch points)?
A: The customers are mainly kept in touch through emails, then phone calls and lastly
personal meetings. It is quite simple, all the customers are attached with key account
managers. And in the case where we are dealing with other companies we make sure that
the staffs make contact with only their equals. Sometimes we go in lengths to ascribe a
staff or group of staff to a particular customer in order to make the customers satisfied.
I: With our company’s customers, Firat Buildings, the contacts are primary met face to
face because papers and documents are always needed to be signed by both parties. But
we do stay in touch with our customers through other communication systems like the
text messages, emails, phone calls, etc.

12. Do you believe that that is the best way to interact with your customers or not and
why?
A: I guess mails are used because that is the primary way of interaction in the business
world today. Before it used to be the old school fax but now it has gradually evolved to
emails and of course it is easier with the emails. Phone calls are done when the business
is in a more serious phase and then personal meetings follow in a more critical situation.
I: Really I can’t say. It just turns out to be this way.

13. How do you find new customers and do you believe mobile devices could help?
A: There are really many customers now interested in construction, so finding customers
may not be the challenge. The challenge for me is finding big contracts which is always
involved with the government. Our company is quite known in Nigeria especially in my
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state, so we just apply and with a little persuasion through some key government officials
we do get the contracts.

I: We look at the market from time to time, we advertise our company through
televisions, radios, flyers and the like. We do get a lot of customers and I would tell you
this, the construction company is actually a good business in Nigeria right now and we do
provide a pretty good service thereby leaving our customers to call more customers.

Measurements of CRM and mCRM performance
14: How does your organization assess the results of their customer strategy?
A: With more customers coming to us than before, surveys are our best alternative testing
the customers’ satisfaction with regards to our previous years.
I: There are different kinds of people in this business, some customers you don’t want to
be too tough on and some you don’t want to be too gentle on if not they might take the
wrong impression that you are in a hurry to close the deal or you don’t want to do
business with them. It has happened a lot of times, so we have been trying different
strategies on many customer and we have actually gotten a hang of it. I would call it trial
and error method.

15: Do you believe that mobile customer relationship management could decrease your
losses and increase your profits and why?
A: I do agree because I have already seen the implementation of some mobile device
software to our company and its positive effects.

I: Yes absolutely, because a lot of things I do in the office I could actually do them when
am at home, in the market, in the bus, anywhere. So if the company should successfully
put in use these mobile customer relationship software to full use in the office they could
save us and them some particular expenses.
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16. What are the factors that hinder the implementation of a mobile customer relationship
management in Nigeria?
A: I would say the people because Nigeria is bit backward or I would call it a developing
country so the people are not ready to accept these new stuffs. Also the lack of these
technical devices, if people don’t have the mobile devices how would they implement the
mobile customer relationship management.

I: People, Government laws, Lack of technological devices, Business Laws, and
Economic factors

5.2 Quantitative Survey
This survey was applied to two different construction companies in Nigeria with a total of
38 employees. As seen in the previous chapter (chapter 4), this survey was divided into
four separate parts and thereby leading to four separate results which in a tabular form.

The first part of the survey dealt with the general information of the participants, which
included age, gender, organization, etc. as seen above. The result tables are seen in Table
7 and Table 8.
Table 7. 1st Part of Survey (Taska)
Taska Nigeria Ltd

Age (Years)
Experience (Years)

# of attendees

% Percentage

20 - 30

14

56%

31 - 40

8

32%

41 - 50

2

8%

51 – 60

1

4%

61+

0

0%

0–5

10

40%

6 – 10

13

52%

11 – 15

2

8%

15 – 20

0

0%

20+

0

0%
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Department

Production

9

36%

Finance

3

12%

Purchasing

2

8%

Administrative

3

12%

Logistics

0

0%

Maintenance

5

20%

Top

2

8%

Others

1

4%

Manager

2

8%

Engineer

8

32%

Architect

3

12%

Worker

11

44%

Others

1

4%

80% +

9

36%

79% - 60%

5

20%

59% - 40%

0

0%

39% – 20%

0

0%

No idea

11

44%

Management

Title
mCRM Experience/ Knowledge
(% ratings)

Total Attendees

25

Table 8 1st Part of Survey (Firat Buildings)
# of

% Percentage

attendees

Age (Years)
Experience (Years)

20 - 30

8

56%

31 - 40

3

32%

41 - 50

2

8%

51 – 60

0

4%

61+

0

0%

0–5

10

77%

80

Department
Title
mCRM Experience/ Knowledge
(% Ratings)

6 – 10

3

2%

11 – 15

0

0%

15 – 20

0

0%

20+

0

0%

Production

7

53%

Finance

1

8%

Purchasing

1

8%

Administrative

3

23%

Logistics

0

0%

Maintenance

0

0%

Top Management

1

8%

Others

0

0%

Manager

1

8%

Engineer

3

23%

Architect

3

23%

Worker

5

38%

Others

1

8%

80% +

4

31%

79% - 60%

1

8%

59% - 40%

2

8%

39% – 20%

0

0%

No idea

6

53%

Total Attendees

13

Starting from age in both companies we see that most of them are in the age of 20-30.
Which is quite normal since many research have shown that companies refuse to hire old
workers and also, as people grow older they tend to see better opportunities or are forced
to retire. And in the experience section we also notice that in both companies they have
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more workers that have 0-5years experiences. This result shows that it would be easy for
both companies to adopt mCRM.
Table 9. 2nd Part of the Survey (Taska)

Table 10. 2nd Part of the Survey (Firat Buildings)

In accordance to Table 9 and 10, a question was asked in the previous question section
about how had knowledge on these terms and according to their answer we had 14
experts from Taska and 7 from Firat Buildings. And according to these experts evaluation
we concluded to Table 11 and 12 respectively.
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Table 11, Conclusion of Table 9 (Taska)

Quality

Criteria

Alternative

Result

Human Factor (HF)

Agree

Technology Factor

Agree

Cost

(TF)
Process Factor (PF)

Neutral

Governance (GF)

Disagree

Human Factor (HF)

Agree

Technology Factor

Agree

Cross
Culture

IT
Convenience

(TF)
Process Factor (PF)

Neutral

Governance (GF)

No value

Human Factor (HF)

Agree

Technology Factor

Strongly Agree

(TF)
Process Factor (PF)

Strongly Agree

Governance (GF)

Neutral

Human Factor (HF)

Agree

Technology Factor

Disagree

(TF)
Process Factor (PF)

Agree

Governance (GF)

Disagree
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Table 12, Conclusion of table 10 (Firat Buildings)

Quality

Criteria

Alternative

Result

Human Factor (HF)

Agree

Technology Factor

Agree

Cost

(TF)
Process Factor (PF)

No value

Governance (GF)

Neutral

Human Factor (HF)

No value

Technology Factor

Agree

Cross
Culture

IT
Convenience

(TF)
Process Factor (PF)

Agree

Governance (GF)

Neutral

Human Factor (HF)

Strongly agree

Technology Factor

No value

(TF)
Process Factor (PF)

Strongly Agree

Governance (GF)

Disagree

Human Factor (HF)

Agree

Technology Factor

No value

(TF)
Process Factor (PF)

No value

Governance (GF)

Agree

In the next part of the survey we try to understand the knowledge and structure of mobile
CRM in construction companies in Nigeria. This part of the survey would help us to view
the different factors and the percentage it carries. We try to understand how successful
has the implementation been in Nigeria. This survey part was answered by a total of 38
people from both companies and the percentage of each question is seen quite clearly in
Table 13 and 14, and the with number of participants and percentage.
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Table 13, 3rd Part of the Survey (Taska)

Table 14, 3rd Part of the Survey (Firat Buildings)

The last part of the survey is about the importance of each criterion to the employees of
the two different construction companies. And in the results it shows clearly with
percentage and number of participants which of these have more rank than the other.
Table 15, 4th Part of the Survey (Taska)
Taska
Nigeria Ltd

Importance of each criteria
More than 80%

80% - 60%

60% - 40%

40% - 20%

20% and below

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

Quality

10

40%

6

24%

5

20%

2

8%

4

16%

Cost

4

16%

10

40%

3

12%

8

32%

0

0%

IT

15

60%

6

24%

3

12%

0

0%

1

4%

2

8%

1

8%

0

0%

5

20%

17

68%

Convenien
ce
Cross
culture
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Table 16, 5th Part of the Survey (Firat)
Firat

Importance of each criteria

Buildings

More than 80%

80% - 60%

Nigeria Ltd

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

60% - 40%

40% - 20%

20% and below

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

Quality

6

46%

5

39%

0

0%

2

15%

0

0%

Cost

3

23%

2

15%

5

39%

3

23%

0

0%

IT

7

54%

6

46%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

3

23%

0

0%

0

0%

5

39%

5

39%

Convenien
ce
Cross
culture

5.3 AHP Calculations
After collecting all the survey data, we transform their results to build the pairwise
comparison matrix. This pairwise comparison matrix is about comparing each of these
criteria to all the alternatives, each criterion to each and so on, as you would see in the
next parts. The ranks are taken from the data we collected in the survey. The entire
pairwise matrixes questionnaire and pairwise matrixes are available in the appendix
section.

Table 17, Pairwise Matrix showing Quality, comparison between the alternatives
Quality

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

3

1/2

7

TF

1/3

1

1/5

5

PF

2

5

1

8

GF

1/7

1/5

1/8

1

The first part shows the pairwise comparison matrix according to each of the criteria
compared with all the alternatives. From the survey we tried to ask questions about the
knowledge of the participants, and asked the ones who had knowledge to answer the
questions, these questions were aimed to get the ranks of the alternatives in accordance to
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each criterion. An example of this pairwise matrix is seen in Table 17. The full pairwise
matrices can be found in Appendix 6. This matrix will be referred to as “A” in the
equations.

The next step is to add these pairwise matrices columns as seen in Table18. This Table18
is called the normalized matrix table. The remaining normalized pairwise matrices can be
found in Appendix 7.

Table 18, Normalized Pairwise matrix (Quality, comparison between the alternatives)
Quality

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

3

1/2

7

TF

1/3

1

1/5

5

PF

2

5

1

8

GF

1/7

1/5

1/8

1

3.476

9.2

1.825

21

Total

In the third step we divide each of the ranks (each of the number in the cells) with their
respectable summed number gotten from Table 19. The total of each row is then taken
and then finally an average of that total is taken as seen in table 19. The average of this
table is the weight is achieved, this average value column is known as the “Priority vector
X” or the “Eigen Vectors” which would be represented by “E” in the equations.

Table 19, Eigen vectors Pairwise matrix (Quality, comparison between the alternatives)
Quality

HF

TF

PF

HF

1/3.476

3/9.2 =

(1/2)/1.825 7/21 =

=0.29

0.36

=0.27

0.33

(1/3)/

1/9.2 =

(1/5)/

5/21 =

3.476

0.11

1.825

0.24

TF

=0.10
PF

GF

Total

Average

1.25

0.31

0.56

0.14

2.04

0.51

=0.11

2/3.476

5/9.2 =

1/1.825 =

8/21 =

=0.58

0.54

0.55

0.38
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GF

(1/7)/3.476 (1/5)/9.2

(1/8)/1.825 1/21 =

=0.041

=0.02

=0.07

1

1

Total

1

0.181

0.05

0.05
1

1

In order to calculate the Eigen 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 we simply apply the formula as seen below.

é 1
3 1/ 2
ê
Where A = ê 1 / 3 1 1 / 5
ê 2
5
1
ê 1/ 7 1/ 5 1/ 8
ë

é
ê
E =ê
ê
ê
ë

0.31
0.14
0.51
0.05

é
ê
A´E =ê
ê
ê
ë
é
ê
A´E ê
=
ê
E
ê
ë

l max =

7
5
8
1

ù
ú
ú
ú
ú
û

ù
ú
ú
ú
ú
û
1.29
0.57
2.17
0.18

4.2258
4.1284
4.2389
4.0235

ù
ú
ú
ú
ú
û
ù
ú
ú
ú
ú
û

4.2258 + 4.1284 + 4.2389 + 4.0235
= 4.1542
4

The next step after this is to calculate the consistency index (C.I.). The formula is given
as follows:

C.I. =

(l max- n)
(n -1)
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Where n refers to the total number of activities in the matrix. And in the our case
n=4.

(4.1542 - 4)
= 0.05138
(4 -1)

C.I. =

In order to calculate the consistency ratio (C.R.), we divide the consistency index by
the random index (R.I.). The random index is derived from the number of matrix
activities. The random indices are shown in the table below.
Table 20, Random Indices (Saaty, 1980)
Criteria 1
R.I.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

15

0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.59 1.48 1.56 1.57 1.59

C.R. =

C.I. 0.05138
=
= 0.057
R.I.
0.90

The C.R. value is less than 0.1 so it is allowable. Which means the consistency of the
judgment matrix is found to be inside the tolerable region. The same calculation
procedure was made for all of the pairwise matrixes that were obtained from the surveys.
All of the matrixes can be seen in the Appendix area with their C.R. values (which are all
less than 0.1).

Finally (for the alternatives vs. criteria), we create a matrix that has all the criteria versus
the factors as seen in Table 21. This table (Table 21) shows the priority vectors (Eigen
vectors) for all the alternatives versus criteria matrixes.

Table 21, Eigen vectors pairwise matrix (Alternative vs. Criteria)
Criteria Quality

Cost

IT Convenience Cross Culture

0.299

0.08

Alternative
HF

14

0.31

0.527

89

TF

0.14

0.574

0.34

0.059

PF

0.51

0.068

0.08

0.13

GF

0.05

0.068

0.50

0.285

After finishing the part that dealt with the alternatives we move to the part of the
selection criteria and repeat the same calculations. The first part is to create a comparison
matrix as seen in Table 22 and 23.

Table 22, Pairwise matrix Taska (comparison between the selection criteria)
Taska Nigeria

Quality

Cost

IT Convenience Cross Culture

Quality

1

1/5

1/3

3

Cost

5

1

3

9

IT Convenience 3

1/3

1

5

Cross Culture

1/9

1/5

1

Ltd

1/3

Table 23, Pairwise matrix Firat Buildings (comparison between the selection criteria)
Firat Buidings

Quality

Cost

IT Convenience Cross Culture

Quality

1

1/4

1/3

2

Cost

4

1

2

5

IT Convenience 3

1/2

1

3

Cross Culture

1/5

1/3

1

Nigeria Ltd

1/2

We move to the next step, which is summation of all the criteria (in accordance to
columns), this would give us the normalized matrix. This part is seen in Table 24 and 25.
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Table 24, Normalized Pairwise matrix Taska (comparison between the selection criteria)
Taska Nigeria

Quality

Cost

IT Convenience Cross Culture

Ltd
Quality

1

1/5

1/3

3

Cost

5

1

3

9

IT convenience

3

1/3

1

5

Cross Culture

1/3

1/9

1/5

1

Total

9.33

1.64

4.53

18

Table 25, Normalized Pairwise matrix Firat Buildings (comparison between the selection
criteria)
Firat Buildings

Quality

Cost

IT Convenience Cross Culture

Nigeria Ltd
Quality

1

1/4

1/3

2

Cost

4

1

2

5

IT convenience

3

1/2

1

3

Cross Culture

1/2

1/5

1/3

1

Total

8.5

1.95

3.663

11

The next step is to divide each cell with the sum that was gotten above respectively, and
then find the average of each of the total (of the summation of the rows). This step would
give us the Eigen vectors (the average values), which are also known as the weights of
each criterion. This can be seen in Table 26 and 27.
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Table 26, Eigen vectors Pairwise matrix Taska (comparison between the selection
criteria)
Taska

Quality

Cost

IT

Nigeria Ltd
Quality

Cross

Total

Average

0.47

0.117

Convenience Culture
1/9.33

(1/5)/1.64

(1/3)/4.53

3/18

=0.107

=0.123

=0.074

=0.166

5/9.33

1/1.64

3/4.53

9/18 =0.5 2.308

0.577

=0.536

=0.61

=0.662

3/9.33

(1/3)/1.64

1/4.53

5/18

1.021

0.255

Convenience =0.322

=0.2

=0.221

=0.278

Cross

(1/3)/9.33

(1/9)/1.64

(1/5)/4.53

1/18

0.203

0.051

Culture

=0.035

=0.068

=0.044

=0.056

Cost

IT

Total

1

1

1

1

1

Table 27, Eigen vectors Pairwise matrix Firat Buildings (comparison between the
selection criteria)
Firat

Quality

Cost

IT

Buildings

Cross

Total

Average

0.518

0.13

1.985

0.5

1.155

0.289

0.343

0.086

Convenience Culture

Nigeria Ltd
Quality

1/8.5

(1/4)/1.95

(1/3)/3.663

2/11

=0.118

=0.128

=0.09

=0.182

4/8.5

1/1.95

2/3.663

5/11

=0.471

=0.513

=0.546

=0.455

3/8.5

(1/2)/1.95

1/3.663

3/11

Convenience =0.353

=0.256

=0.273

=0.273

Cross

(1/2)/8.5

(1/5)/1.95

(1/3)/3.663

1/11

Culture

=0.059

=0.103

=0.09

=0.091

Cost

IT

Total

1

1

1

1

1
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We repeated the same steps as we did before in the calculation for the calculation of C.R
for alternatives vs. criteria pairwise matrixes. And we got the C.R. values as seen in
Table 28. We would observe that the values of C.R. are all less than 0.1.

Table 28, Consistency ratios for selection criteria
Taska Nigeria Ltd

Firat Buildings

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥

4.0512

4.0628

C.I.

0.0170

0.0209

C.R.

0.0188

0.0232

The averages in Table 26 and 27 are known as our weights. We put them all in one table
for both Taska and Firat Buildings as seen in Table 29.

Table 29 Weight of each criterion for both companies
Taska Nigeria Ltd

Weight

Firat Buildings

Weight

Nigeria Ltd
Quality

0.117

Quality

0.13

Cost

0.577

Cost

0.5

IT Convenience

0.255

IT Convenience

0.289

Cross Culture

0.051

Cross Culture

0.086

And finally we take these weights and multiply them with their corresponding alternative
average table. This multiplication would give us the percentage or weight of each
alternative according to the given criteria. The final tables for both companies can be
seen in Table 30 and 31.

Table 30 Final Results for Applying AHP in Taska
Taska

Quality ×

Cost ×

IT

Nigeria

Weight

Weight

Convenience Culture ×

Ltd

× Weight

Cross
Total

Weight
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HF

0.0326

0.172523

0.0204

0.026877

0.2524

25.24%

TF

0.08078

0.331198

0.0867

0.003009

0.501687

50.01687%

PF

0.05967

0.039236

0.0204

0.00663

0.125936

12.5936%

GF

0.00586

0.039236

0.1275

0.014535

0.187131

18.7131%

1.067154

≈ 100%

Total

≈1

Table 31 Final Results for Applying AHP in Firat Buildings
Firat

Quality ×

Cost ×

IT

Buildings

Weight

Weight

Convenience Culture ×

Nigeria

Cross

× Weight

Weight

Total

Ltd
HF

0.0403

0.1495

0.02312

0.045322

0.258242

25.8242%

TF

0.0182

0.287

0.09826

0.005074

0.408534

40.8534%

PF

0.0663

0.034

0.02312

0.01118

0.1346

13.46%

GF

0.0065

0.034

0.1445

0.02451

0.20951

20.951%

Total

1.010886

≈ 100%

≈1

The results from both companies (Task Nigeria Ltd and Firat Buildings Nigeria Ltd)
show that Technological Factor is the problem that hinders development of mCRM in
Construction Company in Nigeria, with exactly half of the whole percentage (50%) in
Taska and approximately 41% in Firat Buildings. Then we have Human Factor next with
approximately 25% in Taska and 26% in Firat Buildings. Third is the Government or
Legal Factor with approximately 19% from Taska and 21% from Firat Buildings. And the
one that has the least effect is the Process Factor with approximately 13% from Taska
and 14% from Firat Buildings.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis aims to answer the question whether mobile customer relationship could bring
competitive advantage within the G2B and B2B Construction companies in Nigeria. This
thesis had its primary objectives and secondary objectives and it went through two
different surveys to answer them.

The thesis started in order to introduce and explain CRM and mCRM, their terms, types,
benefits & objectives, problems and objectives, success through them, and popular
applications through literature survey (past research, documentation, and studies).

It then moved to explain customer relationship management in detail to further
understand it. In this part it went in detail to understand the history, transformation,
where it is today, many concepts regarding CRM and mobile CRM (like electronic
CRM), and even other topics that were parallel to it (like the ERP).

Finally the thesis entered the survey section, which evaluated from two different
construction companies in Nigeria. The thesis had two different surveys, the open ended
questions which was the qualitative approach and the closed ended questions and that
was the quantitative approach.

The qualitative approach gave us answers that lead to closed conclusions and also, which
we used to derive some important facts that we used in the quantitative approach (facts
like the selection criteria and the factors). We asked questions in terms of the framework
that was presented in the previous chapter (Chapter 4), from this questions we understood
whether the companies understood the terms CRM and mCRM. We then moved to
understand their different objectives in regards to CRM and mCRM, their personal and
business relationship with their mobile devices, the strategies they used for CRM and
mCRM (how successful they are using mobile CRM), and finally how we could measure
their performance.
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In the quantitative approach we were more focused on answering the question which of
the factors derived had the most impact in hindering the proper use of mobile CRM in
Nigeria. These factors were put together and calculated like you have seen in the previous
chapter (Chapter 5). The results of the AHP showed that the most important factor from
both the two companies was the Technological Factor, followed by Human Factor, and
then the Governance or Legal Factor, and lastly the Process Factor.

And finally to answer our objectives we first present them and answer them one by one.
These objectives would be answered according to the arrangement below.

Primary Objective
To identify whether mCRM could be used to create competitive advantage within G2B
and B2B companies in Construction companies Nigeria.

Secondary Objectives
•

Find out things that could hinder the implementation of mCRM in contractor
companies and their ranks.

•

Find out whether Nigerian contractors are willing to adopt CRM technology by
using mobile technology.

•

Study whether mCRM would bring more benefits than the existing ways

The first part that is the primary objective. The answer is of course it can bring
competitive advantage within the G2B and B2B construction companies in Nigeria. This
can be easily proven from our qualitative survey answers, and especially from the
answers of questions 10, 13 and 15.

This answer of this part (things that could hinder mCRM and their ranks) is seen in the
qualitative part and then supported with some literature survey of past studies and finally
ranked in the quantitative analysis section using AHP. From the qualitative survey area
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and with other past studies we conclude that the factors that could hinder mCRM are
Human Factors, Technological Factors, Process Factors, and Governance/Legal Factors.
And using one of the MCDM techniques, the AHP we came to a conclusion that
Technological Factor is the main effect that hinders the proper use of mCRM in
construction companies in Nigeria with a percentage of 50% in Taska and 41% in Firat
Buildings. Then the Human Factor with approximately 25% in Taska and 26% in Firat
Buildings. And then followed by Government or Legal Factor with approximately 19%
from Taska and 21% from Firat Buildings. And the one that has the least effect is the
Process Factor with approximately 13% from Taska and 14% from Firat Buildings.

Also the answer for this question can be seen in the qualitative section. The answer is yes
for the young people and No for the older people. The younger people are more
accustomed with the use of mobile devices while the older people prefer their old school
method though they use some part of the mCRM (as seen in number 11 and 12 with the
emails and also number 6 with the vocal business). The answer for this question can be
most seen in number 5, 6, 8 and 10. In general I would conclude this question by saying
that since there are younger people in the business (as seen in the first part of the
quantitative survey answers), then it most obvious that they are willing to adopt mobile
CRM in their business.

The last answer is obviously true (that mCRM would bring more benefits than the former
ways) as the past question answers have proven to be positive. Also this answer can be
seen especially in qualitative survey number 15.
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APPEDICES
Appendix 1: Results of the first part of quantitative survey
Taska Nigeria Ltd

Age (Years)

# of

%

Firat Buildings

Experience (Years)
Department

# of attendees

% Percentage

attendees

Percentage

Nigeria Ltd

20 - 30

14

56%

20 - 30

8

56%

31 - 40

8

32%

31 - 40

3

32%

41 - 50

2

8%

41 - 50

2

8%

51 – 60

1

4%

51 – 60

0

4%

61+

0

0%

61+

0

0%

0–5

10

40%

0–5

10

77%

6 – 10

13

52%

6 – 10

3

2%

11 – 15

2

8%

11 – 15

0

0%

15 – 20

0

0%

15 – 20

0

0%

20+

0

0%

20+

0

0%

Production

9

36%

Production

7

53%

Finance

3

12%

Finance

1

8%

Purchasing

2

8%

Purchasing

1

8%

Administrative

3

12%

Administrative

3

23%

Logistics

0

0%

Logistics

0

0%

Maintenance

5

20%

Maintenance

0

0%

Top

2

8%

Top

1

8%

Management

Management

Title
mCRM Experience/ Knowledge
(% ratings)

Others

1

4%

Others

0

0%

Manager

2

8%

Manager

1

8%

Engineer

8

32%

Engineer

3

23%

Architect

3

12%

Architect

3

23%

Worker

11

44%

Worker

5

38%

Others

1

4%

Others

1

8%

80% +

9

36%

80% +

4

31%

79% - 60%

5

20%

79% - 60%

1

8%

98

59% - 40%

0

0%

59% - 40%

1

8%

39% – 20%

0

0%

39% – 20%

0

0%

No idea

11

44%

No idea

7

53%

Total Attendees

25

13

Appendix 2: Results of the second part of quantitative survey
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Appendix 3: Results of the third part of quantitative survey

Appendix 4: Results of the fourth part of quantitative survey
Taska
Nigeria Ltd

Importance of each criteria
More than 80%

80% - 60%

60% - 40%

40% - 20%

20% and below

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

Quality

10

40%

6

24%

5

20%

2

8%

4

16%

Cost

4

16%

10

40%

3

12%

8

32%

0

0%

IT

15

60%

6

24%

3

12%

0

0%

1

4%

2

8%

1

8%

0

0%

5

20%

17

68%

Convenien
ce
Cross
culture

Firat

Importance of each criteria

Buildings

More than 80%

80% - 60%

Nigeria Ltd

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

# of

%

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

participan

Percenta

60% - 40%

40% - 20%

20% and below

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

ts

ge

Quality

6

46%

5

39%

0

0%

2

15%

0

0%

Cost

3

23%

2

15%

5

39%

3

23%

0

0%

IT

7

54%

6

46%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

3

23%

0

0%

0

0%

5

39%

5

39%

Convenien
ce
Cross
culture
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Appendix 5: Questionnaire of collecting input data for pairwise comparison

Comparison of Factors based on four selection criteria

Comparison of selection criteria
Taska Nigeria

Quality

Cost

IT Convenience Cross Culture

Quality

Cost

IT Convenience Cross Culture

Ltd
Quality
Cost
IT Convenience
Cross Culture

Firat Buildings
Nigeria Ltd
Quality
Cost
IT Convenience
Cross Culture
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Appendix 6: Pairwise comparison matrix according to each of the criteria compared with
all the alternatives
Quality

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

3

1/2

7

TF

1/3

1

1/5

5

PF

2

5

1

8

GF

1/7

1/5

1/8

1

Cost

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

1/3

5

5

TF

3

1

7

7

PF

1/5

1/7

1

1

GF

1/5

1/7

1

1

IT Convenience

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

1/5

1

1/7

TF

5

1

5

1/3

PF

1

1/5

1

1/7

GF

7

3

7

1

Cross Culture

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

7

5

3

TF

1/7

1

1/3

1/5

PF

1/5

3

1

1/3

GF

1/3

5

3

1
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Appendix 7: Normalized pairwise comparison matrix according to each of the criteria
compared with all the alternatives
Quality

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

3

1/2

7

TF

1/3

1

1/5

5

PF

2

5

1

8

GF

1/7

1/5

1/8

1

3.476

9.2

1.825

21

Total
Cost

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

1/3

5

5

TF

3

1

7

7

PF

1/5

1/7

1

1

GF

1/5

1/7

1

1

Total

4.4

1.616

14

14

IT Convenience

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

1/5

1

1/7

TF

5

1

5

1/3

PF

1

1/5

1

1/7

GF

7

3

7

1

Total

14

4.4

14

1.616

Cross Culture

HF

TF

PF

GF

HF

1

7

3

3

TF

1/7

1

1/3

1/5

PF

1/5

3

1

1/3

GF

1/3

5

3

1

1.673

16

7.33

4.53

Total
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Appendix 8: Eigen vectors pairwise comparison matrix according to each of the criteria
compared with all the alternatives
Quality

HF

TF

PF

HF

1/3.476

3/9.2 = 0.36 (1/2)/1.825

=0.29
TF

(1/3)/ 3.476
2/3.476

1/9.2 = 0.11 (1/5)/ 1.825
5/9.2 = 0.54 1/1.825 =

7/21 = 0.33

1.25

0.31

5/21 = 0.24

0.56

0.14

8/21 = 0.38

2.04

0.51

1/21 = 0.05

0.181

0.05

0.55

(1/7)/3.476

(1/5)/9.2

(1/8)/1.825

=0.041

=0.02

=0.07

Total

Average

=0.11

=0.58
GF

Total

=0.27

=0.10
PF

GF

1

1

1

1

1

Cost

HF

TF

PF

GF

Total

Average

HF

1/4.4

(1/3)/1.616

5/14 = 0.36

5/14 = 0.36

1.157

0.299

=0.227

=0.21

3/4.4 =0.68

1/1.616

7/14 = 0.5

7/14 = 0.5

2.298

0.574

1/14 = 0.07

1/14 = 0.07

0.273

0.068

1/14 = 0.07

1/14 = 0.07

0.273

0.068

1

1

TF

=0.618
PF
GF

(1/5)/4.4

(1/7)/1.616

=0.045

=0.088

(1/5)/4.4

(1/7)/1.616

=0.045

=0.088

1

1

Total
IT

1

HF

TF

PF

GF

Total

Average

1/14 = 0.07

(1/5)/4.4

1/14 = 0.07

(1/7)/1.616

0.274

0.08

1.147

0.34

Convenience
HF

=0.046
TF

=0.088

5/14

1/4.4

5/14

(1/3)/1.616

=0.357

=0.227

=0.357

=0.206
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PF

1/14 = 0.07

(1/5) /4.4

1/14 = 0.07

=0.046
GF

7/14 = 0.5

(1/7)/1.616

0.274

0.08

1.686

0.50

=0.088

3/4.4 =0.68

7/14 = 0.5

1/1.616
=0.618

Total

1

Cross

1

1

1

1

HF

TF

PF

GF

Total

Average

1/1.673

7/16 = 0.44

3/7.33

3/4.53

2.108

0.527

=0.41

=0.66

(1/3)/7.33

(1/5)/4.53

0.235

0.059

=0.046

=0.044

1/7.33

(1/3)/4.53

0.52

0.13

=0.136

=0.074

3/7.33

1/4.53

1.139

0.285

=0.41

=0.22

Culture
HF

=0.598
TF

(1/7)/1.673

1/16 = 0.06

=0.085
PF

(1/5)/1.673

3/16 = 0.19

=0.12
GF

(1/3)/1.673

5/16 = 0.31

=0.199
Total

1

1

1

1

1

Appendix 9: Consistency ratios for all alternatives vs. criteria
Quality

Cost

IT Convenience Cross Culture

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥

4.1542

4.0884

4.100

4.118

C.I.

0.0514

0.0295

0.030

0.039

C.R.

0.057

0.0327

0.033

0.044

Appendix 10: Qualitative Survey Questionnaire
Please answer these questions as brief and straight to the point as possible.
Objectives of CRM and mobile CRM
1. What do these terms mean to you: customer relationship management (CRM) and
mobile customer relationship management (mCRM)?
2. How would you describe CRM and mobile CRM objectives?
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3. How important are these terms to you and why: customer satisfaction, customer loyalty
and customer retention.
4. What would be your description of “Business Related Objectives” of CRM and mobile
CRM and how important is it to you?
5. How often do you use your mobile device. On a scale of 1–5 with 5 as the highest and
1 as the lowest, how would rate your use of mobile device and why?
6. How often do you receive your vocal business communication through your mobile
devices? And if you could rate it like the previous question, what would it be
7. Do you get along with communication through your mobile devices or does it get
stressful.
8. Do you enjoy receiving phone messages (SMS, MMS, emails, etc.) for celebrations
like Eid, birthdays, etc.
9. How do you feel making transactions from your mobile devices with other cultures?
10. Do you believe mobile devices can provide better business services rather than just
SMS or MMS? And why or why not
11. How does your company get in touch with your customers (Touch points)?
12. Do you believe that that is the best way to interact with your customers or not and
why?
13. How do you find new customers and do you believe mobile devices could help?
14: How does your organization assess the results of their customer strategy?
15: Do you believe that mobile customer relationship management could decrease your
losses and increase your profits and why?
16. What are the factors that hinder the implementation of a mobile customer relationship
management in Nigeria?
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